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FOREWORD

Within the framework of its Strategy on Development, the OECD has hosted since 2013 a horizontal Initiative for Policy Dialogue on Natural Resource-based Development. This Initiative offers an inter-governmental platform for peer learning and knowledge sharing where OECD and non-OECD mineral, oil and gas producing countries, in consultation with extractive industries, civil society organisations and think tanks, craft innovative and collaborative solutions for natural resource governance and development. A Business Consultative Platform has been established to ensure continuous dialogue with the mining, oil and gas industry and foster mutual understanding around the implications and impact of policy options, with a view to working towards mutually beneficial solutions and outcomes. Led by the OECD Development Centre, this Initiative leverages the expertise of several OECD Directorates.

Since the very beginning of the process, participants in the Policy Dialogue have regarded corruption as a major impediment to sustainable development for mineral, oil and gas producing countries. This toolkit provides for the first time a systematic mapping of corruption risks along the entire extractive value chain. Its objective is to raise awareness and improve understanding across policy makers, law enforcement officials and stakeholders about evolving corruption patterns to better inform evidence-based policy and decision making. The practical guidance on mitigation measures and mechanisms to put a price on corruption stems from new forms of collaboration across different constituencies to find ways to effectively prevent corruption in a highly exposed sector.

Drawing upon many different streams of work of the OECD, the analysis and the resulting recommendations intend to shed light on different types of corruption risks and support coherent anti-corruption efforts, by covering a broad spectrum of inter-connected policy areas relevant to corruption in the extractive sector.

Moving forward, this toolkit can be used as a standard diagnostic framework for demand-driven assessment and management of risk in resource-rich countries, covering both the demand and supply side of corruption. In particular, the OECD could play a role in carrying out demand-driven assessments at the request of interested governments. The typology is also a useful source for civil society organisations acting as corruption watchdog and a reference for self-assessments by extractive industries to identify heightened areas of risk and prioritise action.
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Executive summary

Corruption in the value chain of extractives is a major impediment to development. The OECD Foreign Bribery Report shows the magnitude of the problem, finding that one in five cases of transnational bribery occur in the extractive sector. Corruption works as a tax on international investors, increasing the costs of doing business. It further deprives host countries of much needed revenues and significantly alters the efficient allocation and distribution of resources to achieve development objectives. Potential revenue losses are huge, considering that oil trading alone accounted for more than half of state public budgets in ten major sub-Saharan African countries in the period 2011-13. Participants in the OECD Initiative for Policy Dialogue on Natural Resource-based Development considered that a clearer understanding of the evolving patterns that perpetuate corruption is necessary for governments and companies to devise measures that act as catalysers of reforms to maximise the positive impact of extractive activities on development.

The typology of risks, mitigation measures and incentives in the extractive value chain is intended to help policy makers, law enforcement officials and stakeholders strengthen prevention efforts at both the public and private levels. It aims at improving the understanding and enhancing awareness of corruption risks and mechanisms, with a view to better tailoring responses to evolving corruption patterns and effectively countering adaptive strategies on the demand and supply side.

The typology is based on the analysis of a sample of 131 concluded and ongoing corruption cases. The sample of cases reviewed has been compiled using publicly available databases, information in the press, review of literature and input received from participants in the working group on corruption risks. All the reported cases have been anonymised in order to systematise the information, identify corruption patterns and allow for frank and open exchanges among participants in the working group on corruption risks and in the OECD Initiative for Policy Dialogue on Natural Resource-based Development.

Key findings

- The reviewed cases show that corruption risks may arise at any point in the extractive value chain. The awarding of mining, oil and gas rights, and extraction operations and regulation phases represent respectively 34 and 59 cases. The remaining 26 cases concern the revenue collection phase. The offenses include: bribery of foreign officials, embezzlement, misappropriation and diversion of public funds, abuse of office, trading in influence, favouritism and extortion, bribery of domestic officials and facilitation payments.

- Large-scale corruption involving high-level public officials was observed in the awarding of mining and oil and gas rights, procurement of goods and services, commodity trading, revenue management through natural resource funds, and public spending. Lower ranking officials (tax officials, customs or immigration agents, and inspectors) are usually involved in corruption in connection with violation of customs clearance and immigration rules and tax collection. State-owned enterprises (SOEs) were involved in 20% of the reported cases. SOEs appear to be particularly exposed to corruption while dealing with the awarding of rights, the procurement of goods and services and commodity trading, as well as non-commercial activities such as social expenditures or management of fossil fuel subsidies.

- The analysis highlights that central or local government officials, local business partners, subcontractors, consultants, advisors and intermediaries as well as foreign companies may act indistinctly as instigators or beneficiaries of the corruptive behaviour.

- The analysis further shows that sophisticated vehicles for channelling illegal payments, disguised through a series of offshore transactions (12 cases) and complex layers of corporate structures,
often involving shell companies (21 cases), are recurrent features, rendering the detection and sanctioning of corruption more difficult. Shell companies may be used as a way for politicians or other public officials to disguise the award of contracts to companies in which they or their proxies hold interests. Shell companies can also be used as conduits to divert public funds and channel payments to the real beneficiaries of the transaction. On the private side, extractive industries may resort to fronting practices to circumvent local content rules. Companies can also pay illegal fees to contract with front companies in order to pay lip service to host country laws. Third parties, including intermediaries, such as agents and consulting firms, or joint venture partners, subsidiaries, business partners, lawyers and accountants are often used to either influence the decision-making process or conceal the payments and help distance oneself from the crime (49 cases).

- Discretion in the selection of joint venture or other business partners, in the hiring of local staff, in the application of pre-qualification criteria for the procurement of goods and services or in the enforcement of local content obligations increases corruption risk. In such cases, ill-designed local content requirement provisions can end up favouring politically affiliated individuals and entities in which politicians and public officials or their proxies hold interests.

- Corruption in commodity trading constitutes another emerging area of heightened risk given the massive amount of revenues diverted through this channel and their crippling effects on government budgets. Trade mispricing practices and complex kickback schemes to secure deals illustrate the increasing sophistication of constantly evolving patterns of corruption in this field.

- At the local level, corruption may be favoured by a culture of clientelism and patronage as well as informal structured networks of local public officials, civil servants, community leaders and local business elite. It may also result from a hasty decentralisation process carried out without proper assessment of the capacity of the local economy and of the human, technical and administrative capabilities of subnational authorities to absorb new responsibilities and large inflows of resource revenues.

**Recommendations**

- Taking a one-dimensional approach to combatting corruption in extractives would fall short of achieving results. Both the supply and the demand sides of corruption need to be tackled, domestically and internationally, with greater granularity and differentiation within the broad category of private and public actors.

- Understanding the nature of the problem is necessary step to avoid investing in misguided efforts. However, in the face of evolving patterns and adaptive strategies that perpetuate corruption, a dynamic, innovative and proactive stance is needed in order to strengthen prevention alongside implementation and enforcement efforts. It expected that the recommended mitigation measures and incentives addressed to home and host governments and extractive companies will induce voluntary change in behaviour, by putting a price on corruption and helping to make it less attractive for both public and private actors.

- Closing the gap between theory and practice further calls for building an alliance across home and host governments to use the typology as a standard diagnostic framework to assess risk in the extractive value chain and collectively assess how governments and companies are implementing the recommended mitigation measures and incentives through a peer review process.
OVERVIEW

For the purpose of this report, corruption is understood as the “abuse of public or private office for personal gain.” This notion covers a broad range of activities and behaviours such as trading in influence, political capture and interference, conflict of interest, bribery of domestic public officials and bribery of foreign public officials, including facilitation payments, extortion, fraud, embezzlement, misappropriation or other diversion of property, abuse of function, illicit enrichment, bribery in the private sector, embezzlement of property in the private sector, concealment of property resulting from corruption, and obstruction of justice.

This typology is the first attempt to cover in a systematic manner the entire value chain from the decision to extract to the spending and allocation of extractive revenues. The World Bank Group’s “extractive industries value chain” and the Decision Chain elaborated by the Resource Governance Institute were used as reference frameworks. The analysis is articulated around the following phases, namely: i) decision to extract; ii) awarding of mining, oil and gas rights; iii) extraction operations and regulation; iv) revenue collection; v) revenue management, and vi) revenue spending and social investment projects.

It maps out corruption schemes, identifies the parties involved, clarifies their roles on the demand and supply side and how they interact. It also systematically reviews the mechanisms and vehicles commonly
used to channel payments, and conceal corrupt activities and the proceeds of corruption. It further outlines specific factors at both public and private levels that increase vulnerability and exposure to risk. Identified risks are matched against mitigation measures and options for incentives/disincentives are offered to reduce opportunities for corruption within both the public and private sectors.

The analysis is structured around the following building blocks, seeking to systematise available information, knowledge and data on:

- typologies of conducts at risk and corruption schemes, i.e. specifying the corrupt behaviours at each stage of the value chain of extractives, following the above categorisation of offenses (“what”);
- parties involved, their roles on the demand and supply sides and how they interact (“who”);
- vehicles and mechanisms commonly used in the corrupt conduct to conceal corrupt activities and/or channel the proceeds of corruption (“how”);
- specific risk factors that increase vulnerability and exposure to corruption at both the public and private levels;
- mitigation measures to reduce corruption risks;
- incentives and disincentives that can be put in place at the public and private levels to make corruption less attractive.

An inductive and deductive approach was used. Schemes, parties involved, mechanisms and vehicles have been derived from the examination of 131 cases reported in publicly available databases and in the press, and based on input received from participants in the multi-stakeholder working group on corruption risks, set up within the OECD Initiative for Policy Dialogue on Natural Resource-based Development to support the preparation of the study. Additional material was drawn from literature reviews and studies carried out by the OECD, partner organisations in the Policy Dialogue (such as the UNDP and the World Bank Group), non-governmental organisations (Transparency International, Natural Resource Governance Institute, Berne Declaration, Global Witness, Friends of Europe, Centre for Public Integrity), research institutions (U4 Anti-Corruption Resource Centre) and law firms’ publications. The majority of reported cases are based on the Trace Compendium database, providing summaries of completed and ongoing international anti-bribery enforcement actions. Complementary sources of information on completed and pending cases include the OECD Watch’s online database, the Business Anti-Corruption Portal, and the reports of the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI). Risk factors were inferred from the literature review, the reported cases and the direct experience of participants in the working group of the Policy Dialogue.

All the cases have been anonymised to protect the confidentiality of any ongoing legal proceedings, and the identities of persons and companies that have not been convicted to protect their right to be presumed innocent until proven guilty by a court of law. This has also been done in order to systematise the information, identify corruption patterns and allow for frank and open exchanges among participants in the working group on corruption risks and more broadly in the Policy Dialogue.
NOTES


2. See note 1.

3. The Resource Governance Institute’s decision chain is articulated as follows: the decision to extract, getting a good deal; collecting revenues; managing volatile resources; investing for sustainable development.

4. The Working Group on Corruption Risks is composed as follows: France, Guinea, Indonesia, Papua New Guinea, Peru, Philippines, Eni, Berne Declaration, Engineers Without Borders, Natural Resource Governance Institute, Oxfam France, Sherpa France, Transparency International, U4 Anti-Corruption Resource Center. Seven teleconferences of the working group were held between January and November 2015.

5. The Trace compendium is a database of summaries of both completed and ongoing international anti-bribery enforcement actions. Most actions included in the TRACE Compendium are Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (“FCPA”) enforcement actions brought by the U.S. Department of Justice (“DOJ”) and/or the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”). However, the TRACE Compendium also includes the growing number of international anti-bribery enforcement actions brought by enforcement authorities outside of the United States, particularly amongst signatories to the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention. Enforcement activity included in the TRACE Compendium shares one characteristic: the conduct at issue – the bribery – crosses an international border. Domestic anti-bribery prosecutions and investigations are outside the scope of the TRACE Compendium. www.traceinternational.org/compendium (last accessed in December 2014).

6. The OECD Watch’s online case database contains information on OECD Guidelines cases raised by civil society organisations before National Contact Points. The database contains relevant information about the cases, including the complaint, supporting documents, letters and statements. It covers 34 OECD and 12 non-OECD countries. http://oecdwatch.org/cases (last accessed in January 2015).

7. The Business Anti-Corruption Portal is a government-sponsored one-stop shop for anti-corruption compliance resource aimed at the business community. The Portal is supported by the European Union; Sweden’s Ministry for Foreign Affairs; Germany’s Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development; the UK’s Department for Business, Innovation & Skills (BIS); the Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation (Norad); the Austrian Development Cooperation (ADC); and the Danish International Development Agency (Danida). www.business-anti-corruption.com/.

8. The reports published under the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI) are available at: https://eiti.org/countries.
CHAPTER 1. CORRUPTION RISK FACTORS, MITIGATION MEASURES AND INCENTIVES OF CROSS-CUTTING RELEVANCE ALONG THE EXTRACTIVE VALUE CHAIN

Abstract: this chapter identifies risk factors of cross-cutting relevance commonly observed along the value chain of extractives and that contribute to increasing exposure and vulnerabilities to corruption. It also recommends mitigation measures for host government, companies’ home governments and extractive industries to address those risks and offers options to make corruption less attractive by putting a price on it.

Corruption risk factors of cross-cutting relevance along the extractive value chain

A number of corruption risk factors account for increased vulnerability to corruption at every stage of the extractive value chain. First, weaknesses in the anti-corruption legal and judicial system may undermine host governments’ capacity to effectively detect, prevent and sanction corruption. Regarding the extractive sector more specifically, high politicisation and discretionary power in decision-making processes, as well as inadequate governance arrangements leave room for favouritism, clientelism, political capture and interference, conflict of interest, bribery and other corrupt practices. On the company’s side, gaps and discrepancies in internal corporate anti-corruption compliance and due diligence procedures contribute to weakening detection and prevention efforts. Finally, shortcomings in corporate integrity measures, both in host and home governments and in particular with regard to beneficial ownership disclosure, provide opportunities for corruption to thrive.
Gaps in the anti-corruption legal and judicial system

On the host government’s side, a weak anti-corruption legal and institutional framework may constitute a major risk factor increasing vulnerability to corruption and undermining the state capacity to effectively prevent and prosecute corruption cases. In particular, host governments’ anti-corruption legal, judicial and regulatory system may suffer from shortcomings and inadequacies due to lack of state institutional capacity, lax, ambiguous, incomplete or outdated legislation, or lack of effective enforcement of existing laws and regulations, including prosecution and sanctioning.

More specifically, for host governments, legislative gaps may include failure to define corruption in all its forms as a criminal offence, including cross-border bribery, which is a major risk in the extractives sector, or lack of or insufficient coverage of specific anti-corruption measures such as guaranteeing the reporting by and protection of whistle-blowers or making bribe payment expressly non-tax deductible. Host governments are sometimes also home governments. They may host local companies with activities abroad. They may also host subsidiaries of multinational enterprises for the purpose of exporting the resources they have extracted. Where a host government is also a home government to companies with substantial activities abroad in the extractive sector, it is essential that it criminalise the bribery of foreign public officials in accordance with international standards, and ratify the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention, which focuses on stemming the supply of bribes to foreign public officials in international business transactions.1

Although usually equipped with more robust legal and judicial frameworks, home governments may also suffer from similar shortcomings undermining the state’s capacity to effectively prevent and sanction the bribery of foreign public officials by extractive companies. This may be the result of failure to include bribery of foreign public officials or facilitation payments in the legal definition of corruption or may be due to a weak enforcement record. Home governments with substantial extractive activities abroad should also ratify the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention.

Discretionary power and high politicisation of decision-making processes in the extractive value chain

Empirical analysis reveals a high level of politicisation of decision-making processes and of discretionary power held by both high and lower-ranking public officials as major risk factors undermining the effective prevention of corruption in the extractive sector. This may be observed for example in the process of approval of environmental impact assessments, in the granting of authorisations or waivers, in bidding or negotiation procedures, revenue collection, customs clearance, immigration visa application or administrative authorisations, and procurement of goods and services.

Moreover, discretionary power and politicisation of decision-making processes may result from insufficient compliance with public integrity standards regarding the management of conflicts of interest, the regulation of lobbying and political campaign financing and the transparency of public financial management systems. In particular, the legislation may not provide for safeguards against risks of collusion and political interference associated with the “revolving door phenomenon”, whereby individuals frequently switch between high-level positions in both the public and private sectors.

Inadequate governance of the extractive sector

Risk factors related to the governance of the extractive sector include lack of or insufficient segregation of roles and responsibilities between administrative, regulatory and supervisory functions. In many instances, state-owned companies were found to be acting both as the administrator and regulator of the sector. More generally, the lack of transparency in the management and governance of state-owned companies may account for heightened risks of corruption in the extractive sector.
The lack of independence and accountability in monitoring and oversight activities as well as the lack of involvement and participation of local communities affected by extractive activities in decision-making processes may increase risks of corruption along the extractive value chain.

_Gaps and discrepancies in corporate due diligence procedures_

General risk factors on the company’s side include the lack of effective anti-corruption compliance and due diligence procedures applicable to employees, subsidiaries, business partners and intermediaries along the extractive value chain.

In particular, due diligence systems may fall short of guaranteeing strict control over employees in compliance-sensitive positions, business partners, intermediaries and third parties, and of adequate oversight of the parent company over the subsidiary’s operations and robust internal financial controls related to anti-corruption compliance and internal audit processes.

_Opacity on beneficial ownership_

Moreover, transparency measures both in host and home governments may fail to adequately reflect the increasing complexity of corruption patterns, which often rely on multi-layered structures across various jurisdictions involving shell companies and corporate vehicles used to channel or disguise corrupt payments and distance the corrupt agent from the crime. The lack of access to adequate information on these corporate structures, including on beneficial ownership information, ranks among the greatest corruption risk factors in relation with transparency measures.

Indeed, effectively detecting risks of corruption and money laundering through corporate vehicles requires capacity from the state to trace and identify the beneficial owners exercising ultimate effective control over a legal entity or on whose behalf a transaction is being conducted. In this regard, national legislation on transparency may present important gaps with regard to disclosure requirements of beneficial ownership information. The nature of the information provided, the management of available data as well as harmonisation of national disclosure standards with international standards may be insufficient (OECD, 2014b; World Bank, 2011). The risks associated with these grey zones and discrepancies are not the exclusive purview of home and host governments but also of third countries with attractive tax systems and opaque beneficial ownership disclosure requirements, which may offer a safe place for disguising, channelling and laundering corrupt payments.

These risk factors may affect any transaction and payment schemes involving corporate vehicles, shell companies, offshore bank accounts, front companies or local entities owned by politically affiliated persons and may impact in particular the awarding of contracts, commodity trading, enforcement of local content requirements, formation of joint ventures, privatisation or acquisition of shares in a public company.
## Risks and recommended mitigation measures of cross-cutting relevance along the extractive value chain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RISK FACTORS</th>
<th>RECOMMENDED MITIGATION MEASURES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Gaps in the anti-corruption legal and judicial system**                    | *What host governments can do*  
Carry out a preliminary risk mapping of relevant institutions (leadership, independence and authority; culture and incentives; policies and processes; organisational structure, resources and capacities), including judicial and legislative bodies as well as institutions in charge of administering and regulating the extractive sector, in order to identify possible vulnerabilities and high-risk areas of corruption (Chêne, 2007).  
Explicitly criminalise corruption in all its forms at the public and private levels, including cross-border bribery, by introducing and strictly enforcing anti-corruption rules in accordance with international standards. Host governments that are also home governments with substantial exporting activities in the extractives sector should also ratify the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention, which focuses on stemming the supply of bribes to foreign public officials (OECD, 2011, UN, 2004).  
Include facilitation payments in the definition of corruption in national legislations.  
Provide effective, proportionate and dissuasive civil, administrative or criminal penalties for omissions and falsifications of the books, records, accounts and financial statements of companies (making of off-the-books, the recording of non-existent expenditures, the entry of liabilities with incorrect identification of their object, as well as the use of false documents for the purpose of bribing public officials or of hiding such bribery).  
Establish effective systems for reporting corruption, including through on-line platforms and protection of whistle-blowers (Davies and Fumega, 2014).  
*What home governments can do*  
Adopt anti-corruption criminal laws and ensure their application, providing for effective, proportionate and dissuasive sanctions and incentives, including for the bribery of foreign public officials, in accordance with international standards such as the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention. Home governments with substantial extractive activities abroad should also ratify the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention.  
Ensure that law enforcement authorities have necessary resources and institutional frameworks for detecting, investigating and prosecuting corruption cases involving bribery of foreign public officials.  
*What donors can do*  
In partner countries:  
Provide support for the development or strengthening of anticorruption authorities; or strengthen citizen control via NGOs, media and parliament.  
Provide support for the development of a whistle-blowing system against corruption.  
In home countries:  
Encourage their respective governments to ensure anti-bribery legislation is updated and in line with international standards and provides for sanctions for companies that engage in bribery of foreign public officials. |
**What host governments can do**

- Set pre-determined and objective criteria to be explicitly and transparently considered in the decision-making process (e.g. contract renegotiation, selection of bidders and suppliers, pre-qualification of local suppliers, and granting of waivers).

- Limit political interference in state-owned companies’ technical decisions by making appointments based on demonstrated professional and technical expertise rather than political patronage, invest in staff integrity and capacity and adopt strong employee accountability provisions.

- Introduce standardised and automatic procedures (e.g. customs clearance, immigration visa application, revenue collection, bid submission, etc.) / develop standardised models or guidelines (e.g. licences and contract terms).

- Set clear ethical standards and codes of conduct and provide certification and regular training for public officials in compliance-sensitive positions.

- Adequately regulate lobbying activities with a view to increasing transparency in the interaction between public officials and lobbyists, thus reducing the risk of policy capture, undue influence and unfair competition while recognising their importance for informed decision making. This may include a requirement for the establishment of publicly accessible lobbying registries that chronicle all lobbying efforts by corporations, civil society organisations and individuals, and codes of conduct (OECD, 2016; OECD, 2015c; OECD, 2010b).

- Properly regulate political campaign finance, including limits on contributions by corporations and individuals, and the requirement for publicly accessible registries of all contributions to all political parties and candidates. Further measures include banning anonymous / foreign donations, automating and using online technologies for collecting donations, and allocating sufficient human and financial resources to electoral monitoring bodies (OECD, 2016; OECD, 2015c; OECD, 2010b).

- Put in place mechanisms for preventing or detecting conflicts of interest of key public officials, including declarations of asset, specific disclosure requirements for Politically Exposed Persons (PEPs), employment restrictions, regular redeployment of officials in positions susceptible to corruption (EITI, 2015; OECD, 2004; OECD, 1999). A conflict-of-interest policy should provide for a clear definition of conflict of interest situations, specifying the information government officials are expected to disclose in relation with identifying and declaring conflict-of-interest situations and setting up clear procedures for managing and resolving those situations as they arise (OECD, 2004; OECD, 1999). To the extent possible, favour the automation of procedures and the use of online technologies for the management of asset declaration by public officials to increase transparency and accountability to the public.

**What companies can do**

- Strictly control and monitor the relationship between corporate personnel and public officials. Due diligence rules and internal codes of conduct may, for example, require that discussions and interactions with public officials involve at least two employees from different functions, that employees periodically report on the activities carried out in relationship with public officials; that internal formal authorisation and delegation of powers are made at the appropriate level in order to bind the company; that traceability and transparency of payments is ensured.

- Rotate personnel in compliance-sensitive positions on a regular basis.

---

**Inadequate governance of the extractive sector**

**What host governments can do**

- Clarify the role of state-owned enterprises separating the sector’s administration and regulation functions.

- Ensure independent oversight of state-owned enterprises.
Require state-owned enterprises to establish anti-corruption compliance programmes based on risk assessments and to have their content and implementation reviewed by internal and external independent bodies.

Publish consistent reporting on state-owned enterprises in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards (OECD, 2005). Disclosure requirements may include information related to the ownership, governance, operations, and financial situation of state-owned enterprises including for example, pricing policies, costs, revenue flows, tax payments, financial flows between the state-owned enterprise and the state, procurement plans, shareholders including beneficial ownership (OECD, 2005).

Develop efficient internal audit procedures for state-owned enterprises as well as perform an annual independent external audit based on international standards (OECD, 2005).

Engage with affected local communities in order to provide meaningful opportunities for their views to be taken into account in relation to planning and decision making for extractive projects. In particular, clarify expectations, commitments or legal requirements for engaging with indigenous peoples about resource development, in accordance with applicable international standards and principles (ILO, 1989; IFC, 2012).

Promote the uptake and observance by extractives industries of the OECD Due Diligence Guidance on Meaningful Stakeholder Engagement in the Extractives Sector (OECD, 2015b).

Foster participatory monitoring and other independent oversight mechanisms separate from state regulatory authorities (e.g. civil society and/or parliamentary committees and courts).

Build community capacity to monitor extractive projects (Beever, 2015).

What companies can do
Observe the OECD Due Diligence Guidance on Meaningful Stakeholder Engagement in the Extractives Sector. In particular, establish strong policies against the use of manipulation, illegal conduct (e.g. bribery, misrepresentation) in the course of stakeholder engagement activities and establish corrective procedures for such conduct (OECD, 2015b).

What donors can do
Assist national EITI secretariats or other relevant initiatives to ensure adequate monitoring and oversight over all phases of the extractive value chain.

Engage with all stakeholders, in particular extractive companies or in public-private partnership initiatives. For example, organise multi-stakeholder dialogues, train company staff on relevant standards.

What companies can do
Establish a robust and comprehensive anti-corruption management system (in accordance with OECD Good Practice Guidance on Internal Controls, Ethics and Compliance) supported by adequate dedicated budget and based on a properly documented corruption risk assessment, reviewed on a regular basis and designed to prevent and detect bribery risk to the company (including its management and employees), to its subsidiaries and where appropriate to its business partners and intermediaries (OECD, 2010a).

In particular:
Secure strong, explicit and visible support and commitment and ensure senior management’s overall responsibility for the anti-corruption management system. (OECD, 2010a).
Put in place an independent and adequately resourced compliance oversight function with the authority to report matters directly to independent monitoring bodies such as internal audit committees of boards of directors or of supervisory boards (OECD, 2010a).

Put in place ethics and compliance measures covering inter alia the following areas: gifts, hospitality, entertainment and social expenses, customer travel, political contributions, charitable donations and sponsorships, facilitation payments, and solicitation and extortion (OECD, 2010a).

Put in place a system of financial and accounting procedures, including a system of internal controls designed to ensure the maintenance of fair and accurate books, records and accounts, to ensure that they cannot be used to bribe or hide bribery (OECD, 2010a).

Undertake properly documented risk-based due diligence pertaining to the hiring, as well as to the appropriate and regular oversight of business partners (OECD, 2010a).

Inform business partners of the company’s commitment to abiding by laws against corruption and foreign bribery, and of the company’s ethics and compliance programme or measures for preventing and detecting such bribery and seek a reciprocal commitment from business partners.

Ensure effective communication and documented training on the anti-bribery management system for all levels of the company, in particular for employees in compliance-sensitive positions and, where appropriate, subsidiaries and business partners (OECD, 2010a).

Adopt effective measures for confidential reporting by, and the protection of directors, officers, employees and, where appropriate, business partners, not willing to violate professional standards or ethics under instructions or pressure from hierarchical superiors, as well as for directors, officers, employees and, where appropriate, business partners, willing to report breaches of the law or professional standards or ethics occurring within the company, in good faith and on reasonable grounds; and undertake appropriate action in response to such reports. This may involve putting in place policies and procedures against retaliation, feedback on investigations and discipline and sanction mechanisms for those who have been found responsible of violations.

Provide for regular documented reviews of the system to ensure its continued effectiveness (OECD, 2010a).

Co-ordinate collective action by establishing country--specific industry-based groups in order to share experiences and practices on implementing effective measures to address corruption risks.

Design and implement appropriate internal rules on planning, authorisation, implementation and monitoring of investments.

**What home governments can do**

Encourage companies operating overseas to develop and adopt adequate internal controls, ethics and compliance programmes or measures for the purpose of preventing and detecting risk of corruption, including foreign bribery, taking into account the OECD Good Practice Guidance on Internal Controls, Ethics, and Compliance (OECD, 2010a).

In particular, encourage companies to prohibit or discourage the use of small facilitation payments in internal company controls, ethics and compliance programmes or measures, recognising that such payments are generally illegal in the countries where they are made, and must in all cases be accurately accounted for in such companies’ books and financial records.
Provide information and training on anti-corruption laws, regulations and sanctions as appropriate to public officials posted abroad and on home country laws implementing the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention, so that such personnel can provide basic information to home country’s companies operating abroad and appropriate assistance when such companies are confronted with bribe solicitations.

Mandate regular independent and certified audits of companies’ internal due diligence procedures and associated risk management strategies and require companies to remedy any gaps or discrepancies identified by the auditors and to integrate any recommendations for improvement in their policy or risk management strategy.

**What host governments can do**

Establish an enabling legal framework for public beneficial ownership disclosure. In particular:
- Adopt a definition of “beneficial owner” that captures the natural person(s) who ultimately owns or controls extractive companies operating in the country with specific reference to PEPs in the beneficial ownership definitions.
- Consider requiring public disclosure of beneficial ownership information for extractive companies and public beneficial ownership registries of extractive companies, reflecting changes in ownership and corporate structures over time.
- Ensure effective supervision of beneficial ownership disclosure requirements, including the establishment and enforcement of effective, proportionate and dissuasive sanctions for non-compliance.
- To the extent possible, seek harmonisation of national regulations related to beneficial ownership with international standards on transparency of ownership and consider making use of model beneficial ownership declaration forms, such as the one developed by the EITI.
- When the company ownership is structured across multiple jurisdictions, ensure that competent authorities participate in information exchange on beneficial ownership with international counterparts in a timely and effective manner.

**For home countries**

Promote increased understanding of complex corporate structures by establishing an easily accessible public registry with charts of the MNE group(s) headquartered in the country illustrating the legal and ownership structure, and geographical location of operating entities, including all subsidiaries (domestic and foreign).

Create public beneficial ownership registers of companies incorporated or having their seat in the home country, also reflecting ownership changes over time. Require companies to disclose beneficial ownership once and communicate any changes over time (OECD, 2014a).

**What companies can do**

Designate a senior company official to attest that the beneficial ownership information submitted or disclosed is correct.

Make information on the group corporate structure and beneficial ownership available to home and host governments to help them build charts/public registries.

Limit as far as possible transactions and operations involving offshore companies.
### Risks and recommended incentives and disincentives along the extractive value chain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RISK FACTORS</th>
<th>WHERE IN THE VALUE CHAIN?</th>
<th>RECOMMENDED INCENTIVES / DISINCENTIVES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gaps in the anti-corruption legal and judicial system</td>
<td>Cross-cutting relevance</td>
<td><strong>What host and home governments can do</strong>&lt;br&gt;Consider adopting laws and regulations allowing authorities to suspend, to an appropriate degree, from competition for public contracts or deny other public advantages (including public subsidies, officially supported export credits, and contracts funded by official development assistance) to enterprises determined to have bribed foreign or domestic public officials in contravention of the country’s national laws.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;Consider adopting laws and regulations allowing authorities to de-list companies guilty of corruption from stock exchanges.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;Consider adopting laws and regulations recognising advantages (for instance participating in public tenders, requesting public subsidies) for companies with continuous certified compliance with ethical standards and anti-corruption programmes.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;Consider implementing measures to encourage co-operative behaviours and corporate self-reporting regarding instances of corruption (e.g. leniency mechanisms, alternative means of settlements such as deferred prosecution agreements, reduced financial penalties, compliance defence or limitation of liability, exemption from interim measures), while avoiding condoning deviant behaviours.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;Make bribes or expenditures incurred in furtherance of corrupt conduct in contravention of criminal or any other laws non-tax-deductible, and ensure that tax authorities rigorously detect bribe payments concealed as allowable expenses (OECD, 2009).&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;Provide adequate guidance to taxpayers and tax authorities as to the types of expenses that are deemed to constitute bribes to foreign public officials.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discretionary power and high politicisation of decision-making processes in the extractive value chain</td>
<td>Cross-cutting relevance</td>
<td><strong>What host governments can do</strong>&lt;br&gt;Take merit-based human resource decisions, developing positive career development paths, offering competitive base pay and reward packages for high ethical performance in order to encourage public officials to comply and exceed anti-corruption compliance standards.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**What home governments can do**<br>Consider adopting laws and regulations allowing authorities to de-list companies guilty of corruption from stock exchanges.<br><br>Organise awareness-raising initiatives in the public and private sectors for the purpose of preventing and detecting corruption (including foreign bribery) and provide specific written guidance to companies on anti-corruption laws, including, if applicable, those implementing the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gaps and discrepancies in corporate due diligence procedures</th>
<th>Cross-cutting relevance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What companies can do</td>
<td>Adopt a “zero tolerance” policy towards corruption and put in place appropriate incentives to encourage observance of anti-bribery management systems by directors, officers, employees and, where appropriate, business partners, and appropriate disciplinary measures for violations (OECD, 2010a).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What home governments can do</td>
<td>Reward (directly or through NGOs) good corporate conducts and behaviours, including continuous certified compliance with ethical standards and anti-corruption programmes, through for example case-specific publication, public comparison of companies’ positive anti-corruption performance (Humboldt-Viadrina School of Governance, 2013).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-transparent and asymmetric negotiation and contracts</td>
<td>Awarding of mining, oil and gas rights through contract negotiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What host and home governments and companies can do</td>
<td>Participate in international fora such as the Negotiation Support Forum, a joint effort between the OECD Initiative for Policy Dialogue on Natural Resource-based Development and the G7 CONNEX Initiative to share knowledge, experience and good practices in contract negotiations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opacity and discretion in bidding processes</td>
<td>Awarding of mining, oil and gas rights through bidding processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What host and home governments can do</td>
<td>Debar companies found guilty of violating tender regulations from participating in future bids for a set period of time determined on the basis of the seriousness of the violation. Consider adopting laws and regulations recognising advantages (for instance participating in public tenders, requesting public subsidies) for companies complying with ethical standards and adopting and implementing effective anticorruption programmes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What host governments can do</td>
<td>Prohibit campaign contributors from receiving contracts and concessions during their candidate's term in office when the latter is in a position to influence the assignment of such contracts and concessions. Consider evidence of unreliable or fraudulent statements or information, including on beneficial ownership, provided by the company obtaining a licence as legal grounds for terminating the licence, taking into account the seriousness of the violation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of, or inadequate due diligence procedures governing relationships with suppliers</td>
<td>Extraction operations and regulation – Procurement of goods and services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What extractive companies or main contractors(^{1/2}) (public or private) can do</td>
<td>Provide preferential treatment to suppliers that adhere to anti-corruption standards such as granting preferred supplier status to the extent it does not distort fair competition (e.g. inclusion in a list of pre-qualified suppliers), guarantee higher visibility for compliant companies (Humboldt-Viadrina School of Governance, 2013). Grant public recognition to compliant companies (e.g. “business partners of the year” award, mention on websites, promotional activities, etc.) (Humboldt-Viadrina School of Governance, 2013). Consider the establishment of a list of qualified suppliers (where possible cross-industry) where a host government’s pre-qualification standards are lower than industry standards.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lack of coordination and asymmetries of information between national and sub-national governments

Revenue management - Redistribution of resource revenue through transfers

**What central governments can do**
Allocate extra grants supplementing funding of local development projects based on performance in budgetary information disclosure and results of audit reporting. 18

Insufficient capacity for budget planning and execution

Revenue spending and social investment projects – Public spending

**What central governments can do**
Introduce penalties applicable to local authorities when they deviate from planned revenue and expenditure targets.

Lack of transparency of public procurement processes

Revenue spending and social investment projects – Public spending

**What central and local governments can do**
Provide attractive, competitive and merit-based career options for procurement officials, and ensure protection from political interference in the procurement process.

Include prevention and detection of bid rigging or corrupt practices in procurement officers’ professional duties and make it a requirement for career development/progression.

Provide that money saved from uncovering a cartel formed as part of a public procurement process remains in part with the administration that helped discover it.

Debar companies found guilty of violating tender regulations from participating in future bids for a set period of time determined on the basis of the seriousness of the violation. 19

Prohibit campaign contributors from receiving contracts during their candidate’s term in office when the latter is in a position to influence the assignment of such contracts. 20

Insert anti-collusion tender clauses specifying sanctions for breaches of competition rules in public procurement contracts (OECD, 2015a).
NOTES

1. The full name of the OECD Anti-Bribery Convention is the Convention on Combating the Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions. It currently has 41 Parties, the 34 OECD countries plus seven non-members (Argentina, Brazil, Bulgaria, Colombia, Latvia, Russia and South Africa).

2. According to the Financial Action Task Force (FATF), the beneficial owner is defined as “the natural person(s) who ultimately owns or controls a customer and/or the person on whose behalf a transaction is being conducted. It also incorporates those persons who exercise ultimate effective control over a legal person or arrangement.” See FATF (2012), International Standards on Combating Money Laundering and the Financing of Terrorism & Proliferation – The FATF Recommendation, Financial Action Task Force FATF-OECD, Paris, February 2012. www.fatf-gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/recommendations/pdfs/FATF_Recommendations.pdf. Similarly, the OECD defines beneficial ownership as “the ultimate beneficial ownership or interest by a natural person. In some situations, uncovering the beneficial owner may involve piercing through various intermediary entities and/or individuals until the true owner who is a natural person is found. With respect to corporations, ownership is held by shareholders or members. In partnerships, interests are held by general and limited partners. In trusts and foundations, beneficial ownership refers to beneficiaries, which may also include the settlor or founder.” See OECD (2001), Behind the Corporate Veil: Using Corporate Entities for Illicit Purposes, OECD Publishing, http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/9789264195608-en.

3. Written comments received from participants in the working group on corruption risks during the consultations between January and November 2015.

4. Comments received from participants in the working group on corruption risks during the consultations between September and November 2015.

5. See note 4.

6. PEPs are considered to be persons who occupy important public positions: heads of state or government, high-level regional or national politicians, senior officials of the administration, judiciary, military and parties at national or regional level, the highest organs of state enterprises of national importance, companies and people who are close to the above-mentioned persons for family, personal or business reasons.

7. See note 4.

8. Comments received from participants in the working group on corruption risks during the consultations between January and May 2015.

9. Business partners include third parties such as agents and other intermediaries, consultants, representatives, distributors, contractors and suppliers, consortia, and joint venture partners. Factors to be taken into account in conducting due diligence on a business partner include whether it is a legitimate entity, is qualified and has the necessary resources to fulfil its part of the contract, whether it has an effective anti-bribery management system, whether it has been investigated, prosecuted or convicted of fraud or bribery, and whether it has direct or indirect links to an authority involved in the decision to award the contract. See OECD (2010), “Good Practice Guidance on Internal Controls, Ethics and Compliance”, adopted by the OECD Council as an integral part of the Recommendation of the Council for Further Combating Bribery of


14 See note 4.


17 “Contractors” is an all-inclusive notion encompassing all entities with whom extractive companies enter into a contractual relationship.


19 See note 15.

20 See note 15.
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CHAPTER 2. CORRUPTION RISKS IN THE DECISION TO EXTRACT

Abstract: this chapter identifies corruption risk factors specific to the decision to extract phase, corruption schemes and parties involved. It further provides recommended mitigation measures for home, host governments, and donors. In this phase governments enjoy the opportunity to undertake a cost-benefit analysis weighing the costs, benefits and risks over the expected timeframe of extraction and beyond. It is in this phase that governments strike a balance between possible alternative use of lands and associated restrictions, preservation of the environment, protection of cultural sites and rights of indigenous peoples and local communities.

Corruption schemes

Bribery of domestic or foreign public officials, collusion, trading in influence, political capture or interference, or extortion may be used to influence the decision-making process, circumvent or overlook rules regarding environmental preservation, protection of land rights and land access restrictions to protect important sources of livelihoods for local communities, including indigenous peoples.

Corruption schemes may also include policy or regulatory capture to the benefits of private investors or the political elite. Distortions in policy making typically aim at shaping policies, rules, licensing regimes and processes in ways to facilitate corruption in subsequent phases (UNDP, 2015).

Finally, governments or extractive companies may use bribery and other corrupt behaviours, including trading in influence and extortion, to obtain the consent from traditional chiefs on behalf of local communities to undertake extractive operations on their land, especially in countries under customary land tenure regime.

Parties involved

The decision-making process may be influenced by political elites and private companies in order to maximise their benefits in the further development of the project. The presence of so-called “junior companies” in the exploration phase has intensified in recent years partly due to rising costs and risks associated with the initial phases of extractive projects. Risks of corruption may be higher where extractive
activities are being carried out by small “junior” companies since they are less exposed to reputational risk than big multinationals (Beevers, 2015).

The beneficiaries of the bribe may be high-level public officials who receive bribes in exchange for granting the necessary authorisations, circumventing or modifying existing laws and regulations. In one case, two companies were awarded concessions to undertake exploration in a protected area. A member of a national parliament allegedly admitted to taking monthly payments to lobby for the awarding of the concession to the company. A company is also alleged to have paid for an official government delegation to a UN meeting where talks were being held on whether explorations in the national park should be allowed. In another case, a former minister was found guilty of interfering in the granting of prospecting licences for personal benefit.

The receivers of the bribe may also be lower-ranking officials such as technical experts in charge of carrying out environmental impact assessments.

Finally, traditional leaders or members of local communities may receive bribes or extort money from companies in exchange for buying communities’ consent, avoiding social tensions or acting in their capacity as land owners or custodians and giving their consent for companies to start operations.

**Corruption risk factors**

*On the government’s side*

**Insufficient resources and information to assess the country’s reserves**

First, corruption risk factors affecting host governments in the decision to extract phase may include the lack of or inadequate information and technical capacity to evaluate the country’s resource base (geological potential, quantum of the resource, geographic distribution, etc.) as well as to address land tenure and distribution issues. For example, a participant in the working group on corruption risks reported that in his country hydrocarbon reserve calculations are made manually in an excel sheet by the competent department, without any specialised software for hydrocarbon reserves simulation.  

More specifically, the lack of pre-investment in geological and geophysical surveys often leads host governments to rely primarily, if not exclusively, on the information provided by extractive companies. When extractive companies do not or incompletely report on the evaluation process and methodology used for the determination of countries’ reserves and when there is no verification by governments of the information provided by extractive companies, governments may be prevented from making informed decisions and asymmetry of information may open the door to corruption.

**Political discretion and poor governance**

Political discretion and poor governance may provide opportunities for corruption in the decision-making process leading to the authorisation to extract and the allocation of extraction rights at the expense of the integrity of protected areas and livelihoods of local communities and indigenous peoples living in the vicinity of extractive areas.

The lack of co-ordination among relevant government authorities may account for increased risks of corruption. For example, as reported by a participant in the working group, the lack of co-ordination between the authority responsible for granting prior authorisations and that responsible for awarding the licence may create loopholes conducive to corrupt conducts. In this particular case, the Ministry of Energy and Mines ratified decrees awarding licences to explore and exploit hydrocarbons in protected areas, in violation of the legal obligation to obtain the prior favourable opinion of the responsible authority. Lack of
co-ordination and asymmetry of information between the national and subnational levels may also undermine decision making and increase exposure to corruption risks.

Specific risk factors associated with environmental and social impact assessments and land tenure

The process for undertaking environmental and social impact assessments and the granting of subsequent authorisations presents specific vulnerabilities. Risk factors there include bureaucratic procedural delays in the approval of environmental and social impact assessments\(^5\), the highly politicised process of approval of environmental impact assessments as well as the lack of communities’ participation in the environmental impact assessment process (Beevers, 2015).

Ambiguous, outdated or unenforced legislation regarding the protection of socio-environmental rights may contribute to increasing vulnerability to corruption risks in the decision to extract phase. For example, unclear and opaque land tenure systems, in particular where customary land tenure regimes are prevalent, may encourage the use of corrupt practices to obtain the authorisation to extract on lands traditionally owned by local communities.

On the company’s side

High-risk investments

Vulnerabilities to corruption in the pre-investment phase may be explained by the type of contracts, the nature of the investment and the risk assumed by the investor in this initial phase. Risk factors vary depending on the company size and profile. In the case of multinational companies, vulnerabilities to corruption may result from the capital intensity required to make the initial investment. The low reputational risk of junior companies involved in the exploration phase and their high dependence on finance capital rather than production-derived cash flow may make them more prone to take higher risks in order to get higher returns.

Recommended mitigation measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RISK FACTORS</th>
<th>MITIGATION MEASURES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Insufficient resources and information to assess the country’s reserves</td>
<td><strong>What host governments can do</strong>&lt;br&gt;Develop a middle- to long-term plan for conducting geological and geophysical surveys to build knowledge on available resources, thus reducing asymmetry of information.(^6)&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;Core design and review requirements for extractive companies to report on the evaluation of the geological potential and put in place mechanisms to verify the information provided by companies.(^7)&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;Make geological and geographic information publicly and freely available to provide investors and other interested parties with information about location of exploration and extraction rights.**&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;<strong>What donors can do</strong>&lt;br&gt;Provide technical and financial support to conduct studies/resource mapping.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;Support government agencies in charge of land registries through staff capacity building or provision of equipment.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;Provide technical and financial support for developing national resource strategies and legislation (e.g. mining code) and facilitate partner countries’ access to lessons learned from peers.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;Support consultation processes with affected stakeholders, such as communities around extractive areas.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Political discretion and poor governance

**What host governments can do**

Ensure clear alignment and consistency of the allocation strategy for extraction rights with broader national and local development objectives so as to limit political discretion and ensure government’s accountability to citizens (ICAC, 2013).

Develop a set of pre-determined criteria to provide guidance in the allocation of extraction rights and require them to be explicitly and transparently considered in the decision-making process.

Put in place governance mechanisms to improve co-ordination among different central and local authorities involved in the decision to extract and the awarding of licences while ensuring segregation of roles (evaluation / planning / impact assessment / authorisation). For example, governments could consider establishing inter-ministerial bodies to work as focal point for all the above activities (ICAC, 2013).

Clearly define the roles of the national and local authorities in the approval process and in the granting of the relevant authorisations and permits.

Set up effective controls to ensure independence in the granting of authorisations and the application of appropriate sanctions.

Specific risk factors associated with environmental and social impact assessments

**What host governments can do**

Simplify bureaucratic and administrative procedures for environmental and social impact assessments in order to reduce risks that public officials receive corrupt payments in exchange for accelerating the granting of extraction rights.

Develop indicators to measure the environmental and social impact of extractive activities, set baselines against which to evaluate performance and provide for regular data collection, storage and analysis.

Put in place a system to monitor environmental performance and sanction non-compliant companies (Beevers, 2015).

Specific risk factors associated with land tenure issues

**What host governments can do**

Set and enforce laws, policies, rules and regulations for protected areas in order to limit discretion in the allocation of extractive rights that may threaten the integrity of protected areas (Beevers, 2015) or the livelihoods of local communities and indigenous peoples living in the vicinity of extractive areas.

Map systematically existing concessions, administratively protected areas and community land rights including customary rights so as to avoid overlaps and risk of conflict of use (PWYP, 2014). In doing so, governments should encourage an open, transparent, inclusive and participatory spatial planning process involving local communities (OECD, 2015).

Engage with affected local communities in order to provide meaningful opportunities for their views to be taken into account in relation to planned extraction operations. In particular, clarify expectations, commitments or legal requirements for engaging with indigenous peoples about resource development, in accordance with applicable international standards and principles (ILO, 1989).
High-risk investments

**What home governments can do**
Encourage the design and implementation of ethical standards and codes of conduct specific to junior exploration companies operating abroad.

**What donors can do**
Raise awareness and sensitise small and junior companies about responsible mining. This may take the form of training on relevant national and international standards, including through extractive industries associations.
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CHAPTER 3. CORRUPTION RISKS IN THE AWARDING OF MINING, OIL AND GAS RIGHTS

Abstract: this chapter identifies risk corruption factors arising in the awarding of mining, oil and gas rights through direct contract negotiations or a competitive bidding process. It further describes in detail the schemes, parties involved and mechanisms used to channel corrupt payments. Recommended mitigation measures are addressed to home and host governments, donors and extractive companies.

With the exception of the United States and some Canadian provinces, governments generally retain ownership over sub-soil natural resources. The acquisition of a licence or contract does not imply that the ownership of the sub-soil resources is also transferred. Governments hold the rights to their resource endowments and they decide who should undertake exploration and production of oil, gas and minerals and under what terms. Exploration and exploitation rights may be allocated through different mechanisms, depending on the resource types and the size of deposits. The contractual form of the agreement can range from a concession, licence (permit for exploration and lease for exploitation) to a production sharing agreement in the oil and gas sector or a mineral development agreement in the mining sector. Rights can be granted by governments through open door mechanisms (first come, first served basis or direct negotiations with one or more interested investors) or through a competitive bidding process.

Regardless of the system used, the allocation of rights to explore and produce minerals, oil and gas is at heightened risk of corruption.

Contract negotiation

This section covers corruption risks in contract negotiation, regardless of the type of awarding process and including instances where countries adopt an open door policy for the allocation of rights (either
through a first come, first served basis or by entering into direct negotiations with one or more interested investors. These negotiations may take place at different stages of the extractive production cycle.

**Corruption schemes**

Trading in influence, political capture and interference

Corruption risks in contract negotiation may take the form of trading in influence, political capture and interference. Trading in influence is the process or act by which a person who has real or apparent influence on the decision making of a public official exchanges this influence for an undue advantage (OECD, 2008a). Political capture or interference refers to private interests significantly influencing decision-making processes of public officials to their own advantage.

In contract negotiation the typology of corruption risks includes exercising undue influence to gain favourable contractual terms (including the application of favourable royalty rates in violation of national laws), or to get permit approvals, even in breach of national laws, or to gain access to commercially sensitive information. In doing so, companies may offer or be solicited to provide improper advantages in the form of anything of value, such as illegal commissions, gifts and entertainment (i.e. first class flights, expensive hotels, dining, school fees), job or business opportunities to public officials and politicians or their family members, with a view to unduly influencing the negotiation process.

In an iron ore producing country, the government granted mining rights over one of the largest untapped deposits in the world, with a potential for revenue generation estimated at about USD 140 billion over 20 years. The company paid nothing up front to obtain the rights and allegedly invested USD 165 million in exploration works before selling a 51% interest in the project to another company for USD 2.5 billion. The mining rights were later terminated following an administrative review of allegations that the company obtained its rights only after gifts and cash given to members of the then-president’s family.

Local content requirements can be part of the corruption scheme during the negotiation phase. Local content requirements generally refer to obligations enshrined in law or included as part of licensing, procurement agreements or other contracts. This may include employment or inputs, goods and services procured from local sources, locally hired workforces, operations carried out in partnership with local entities, development of enabling infrastructure, the improvement of domestic capacity, or the improvement of local technological capabilities. Where the negotiation process is not transparent and highly discretionary, public officials responsible for the award of contracts or licences may force companies wishing to operate in the country to enter partnerships or sign service contracts with particular companies (Martini, 2014). The associated risk in this case consists in favouring a particular company on the basis of family ties, party affiliation or ethnicity rather than qualifications such as technical expertise, financial capability and reputation. In the corruptive scheme, the local partner can even make no significant contribution to the venture itself, with value accrued to the corrupt official, without any cash changing hands. Otherwise, the cost of the service, which may not be performed in practice, functions as a bribe.

Risks of trading in influence or political capture may also arise in the context of contract renegotiation as a result of a regime change. Companies may be prone to accommodate some of the demands of the new government while protecting the economic terms of the agreement by dumping old partnerships and accepting new local partners with strong links with the new government (Chêne, 2007). Companies may also make gifts or facilitation payments to influence political decisions and deter the government in place from renegotiating or changing the rules of the game (e.g. increasing the price of resources sold by the state).
Favouring companies in which public officials have an ownership stake

Several cases of conflict of interest were reported by participants in the working group on corruption risks. These include for example the involvement in the decision-making process of high-level politicians who had previously provided consultancy services to the same companies. In another case, a public officer was holding a position both in the operating state-owned enterprise and in the overseeing body in charge of approving extractive projects. Similarly, a public official holding both the position of president of the board of a state-owned enterprise and the position of administration and financial manager of a private company was left with the task to arbitrate on contractual interpretation differences between the two companies. The dispute was ultimately solved in favour of the private company. Participants further reported the case of a president of a state-owned enterprise advising private companies with business activities with the state-owned enterprise and billing them for the services provided through third parties.3

Embezzlement and misappropriation of public funds

Contract negotiation may offer the opportunity for diverting public funds to the benefit of private interests. The press and literature reports a case currently under investigation where public funds were allegedly misappropriated in the context of the acquisition of a licence by foreign companies from a government. It is alleged that the public funds generated by the deal were transferred to a company in which a former high-level politician held substantial beneficial interest. It is alleged that the licence had been previously awarded to that company by the high-level politician therefore implying that the company, not the government owned the licence. It is alleged that the money paid was then transferred abroad to multiple shell companies with hidden beneficial owners so as to conceal the proceeds of the transaction. The proceeds of the transaction were frozen in two foreign jurisdictions.

Lack of transparency in contract negotiation provides a favourable environment for corruptive conducts aimed at circumventing or violating existing legal provisions for the payment of royalties and taxes. Provisions negotiated in secret contracts may set ridiculously low corporate tax rates compared to the national rate. In a post-conflict country, the High Level Panel on Illicit Financial Flows reports the case of a company that had negotiated a corporate tax rate at only 1.43%. In another instance, a hidden contract set the royalty rate for the extraction of a mineral at 20% of the rate established by law. The disparity in the values illustrates the potential losses of revenues from secret and unbalanced contracts in the extractive sector (AUC/ECA, 2015). The review of contracts awarded in another country’s main gas producing area revealed that royalties were set below the percentage prescribed by law, following a different methodology. Similarly, a contractual clause setting a fixed percentage of royalties had been negotiated in violation of national legislation providing for variable royalty rates depending on technical and economic factors.4 The revenue generation potential of the contract may be further undermined by asymmetry of information between governments and companies, which often have more information about the quantity and quality of the mineral deposits covered by the contract. The UN High Level Panel on Illicit Financial Flows reports several cases where secret and unbalanced contracts contributed to severely eroding the revenue generation capacity of the host country.

Parties involved

Politicians and central or local government officials with conflict of interest, local partners, consultants, advisors and intermediaries as well as foreign companies may act indistinctly as instigators or beneficiaries of the corruptive behaviour. Officials of state-owned enterprises may also be involved in corrupt schemes tainted with conflict of interest.

Some cases demonstrated that corruption schemes can be linked to broader foreign policy interests involving for example high-level officials and politicians from the company’s home country (OECD,
The involvement of home country governments or politicians can either be driven by supply security concerns or out of economic and commercial interest in promoting their companies abroad. In such cases, the corruption scheme may not only involve money but also promises of economic assistance and/or political or military support (World Bank, 2007).

**Vehicles and mechanisms**

*Shell companies and fronting to comply with local content requirements*

When companies are obliged to enter into joint ventures with local companies to operate in a country, local content requirements may be used as a mechanism to perpetuate elite capture and rent-seeking, generating revenues for government-affiliated individuals or government-favoured partners, based on their ethnicity, loyalty or close ties with public officials. In this case, shell companies may be used as a way for politicians to disguise the award of contracts to companies in which they or their proxies hold interests (Martini, 2014). The literature reports the case of a country where companies owned by government officials commonly bid for licences in consortia with foreign groups receiving a percentage of the total contract the company gets if successful (World Bank, 2007).

Shell companies can also be used as a conduit to divert public funds and channel payments to the real beneficiaries of the transaction. On the other hand, foreign companies may use shell companies to circumvent local content requirements or simply give the appearance of compliance through the use of “fronts” with a PO box registered locally in order to get awarded the contract. Companies can also pay illegal fees to contract with front companies in order to pay lip service to host country laws (World Bank, 2007).

*Signature bonuses and intellectual services*

Signature bonuses can constitute a pool for bribery payments and embezzlement of public funds. The signature bonus is commonly used in contracts and licences in the oil and gas sector. It consists of a one-off payment made by the company up front to the host country for the right to develop a block. This system is a widely recognised and legally accepted way for an oil company to secure the right to explore a certain field or block (Global Witness, 2009).

However, signature bonuses might be prone to corruption risks due to the non-uniform criteria used to define their size. The amount of the bonus varies according to the block’s size and prospective wealth. In addition, the signature bonus’ level is set relative to the royalty rate, which contributes to making it difficult to predict and calculate (McMillan, 2005). In recent years, the size of signature bonuses has skyrocketed particularly in major oil and gas producing countries (Niekerk and Peterson, 2002). Considering the amounts potentially at stake, signature bonuses may be used as a mechanism to conceal big corruption schemes.

In fact, a problem with signature bonuses, apart from their size, may regard their destination. In several major corruption scandals, a share of the signature bonus was assigned to an offshore account and did not appear in the public financial accounts (Global Witness, 2009). Furthermore, signature bonuses may not clearly appear in corporate financial reports, as expenditures may be broken down in annual reports into broad categories.

Other contractual terms may serve as possible vehicles to disguise improper payments. These include provisions on cost recovery or on profit sharing. Typically used in profit sharing agreements in the oil sector, cost recovery and profit sharing clauses define respectively the share of profit used to recover capital and operational expenditure, also known as “cost oil” and the split of the remaining profit, also known as “profit oil” between the government and the company. Given the difficulty to estimate the
volume of recoverable oil in a particular field, and the substantial risks associated with exploitation, most operators serve under a cost recovery basis rather than seeking complete compensation for these risks. The ceiling amount and nature of items that can be included in the cost recovery scheme vary significantly, and are therefore central to the negotiations of contracts and will vary depending on a variety of factors, including characteristics of the block, local conditions to extract, international market prices, etc. Since the percentage share of profit to the oil company is fixed in the contract, risk of corruption may arise when determining how the cost should be calculated, as this will impact upon operators’ real profits (Al-Kasim, Søreide and Williams, 2008).

The provision of intellectual services by local consultants to the company can also be used as a vehicle to channel illegal payments. The selection of local consultants may be tainted with conflict of interest where they present close ties with public officials and decision makers in the negotiation.7

**Corruption risk factors**

**Non-transparent and asymmetric negotiation and contracts**

The asymmetry of information between the negotiating parties as well as the lack of transparency in contract negotiations (Transparency International, 2012) constitute major risk factors for corruption in the negotiation phase. Indeed, opportunities for corruption may arise when no document is produced to support each party’s proposals, report on parties’ positions all along the negotiation process, and compare the outcomes of the negotiation against the initial objectives.8

Non-transparent negotiations provide the ideal setting for the exchange of abnormal and non-traceable cash payments (e.g. for fees and commissions) by exempting parties from justifying their size and destination. Moreover, the disclosure of the list of awarded licences and contracts (e.g. cadastral survey map of the rights and applications, etc.) is still not common practice in many producing countries. Where transparency rules and disclosure standards exist, they may not be enforced or fall short of international disclosure standards. Finally, host governments may not provide incentives, and in some cases clearly disincentivise the disclosure of contracts. It is alleged that the government of an oil producing country threatened a company that had started disclosing its annual production and payments data to cancel its production sharing agreement (McMillan, 2005).

**Inadequate legislative, regulatory and governance framework of the licensing process**

Corruption risks may arise from inadequate, ill-designed legislation and regulations in relation with the different aspects of the contract under negotiation. Legislation granting discretionary power over the choice of mechanisms for the awarding of rights may be a source of risk. Similarly, the lack of expertise and capacity of local businesses far from industry or international standards presents risk when national legislation requires companies to partner with local entities.

Governance arrangements overlooking the need for independent oversight and monitoring of the licensing process and parliamentary scrutiny may also introduce governance vulnerabilities on which corruption may thrive.

**Lack of host governments’ technical, human and financial resources to manage contract negotiation**

The insufficient technical, human and financial capacity of host governments to effectively manage negotiations ranges among the factors conducive to corruption risks on the government’s side. For example, the lack of supporting technical and economic baseline documents may undermine the government’s positions in negotiation. Weak administrative capacity may also result in unreasonable permitting and approval delays that corruption may contribute to reducing or avoiding.
Political interference and public-private collusion

Political interference and public-private collusion in the negotiation phase may be enabling factors for corruption, relying on informal structured networks of governance between public officials, civil servants, traditional leaders and business elite (McMillan, 2005) both at the local and central levels (McMillan, 2005). The so-called “revolving door” phenomenon may also foster collusion and political interference with individuals frequently switching between high-level positions in both the public and private sectors.\(^9\)

Opacity in the process of reallocation of a licence or contract to a third party

Risk factors in the context of the acquisition of a licence or contract by a third party include the lack of effective corporate anti-corruption compliance and due diligence procedures to verify the conditions and circumstances under which the licence or contract was initially acquired. On the government’s side, risk factors may involve the lack of clear guidance and process for clearing off allegations of corruption on a licence initially acquired in opaque conditions before reallocating it to a third party.

Recommended mitigation measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RISK FACTORS</th>
<th>MITIGATION MEASURES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-transparent and asymmetric negotiation and contracts</td>
<td><strong>What host governments can do</strong>&lt;br&gt;Involve technical and legal experts including from all relevant ministries and other relevant public bodies in the negotiation team (ECDPM, 2013). Publish the list of the negotiation team members, with full description of members’ curriculum and profile.(^{10})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inadequate legislative, regulatory and governance framework of the licensing process</td>
<td><strong>What host governments can do</strong>&lt;br&gt;Clearly stipulate in law the rules and procedures governing the choice of the mechanisms for the award of extraction rights (direct negotiation or bidding process) as well as roles and responsibilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of host governments’ technical, human</td>
<td><strong>What host governments can do</strong>&lt;br&gt;To the extent possible, favour automation of administrative services in order to reduce permitting and approval delays.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
What host governments can do
Enact strict rules to prevent or limit the “revolving door” phenomenon between government and the private sector, for example by introducing a cooling-off period preventing former high-level officials taking employment with any company with which they have been negotiating deals during a certain period after they left office (OECD, 2004; OECD 2010). 13

Ensure that extractive projects carried out through joint ventures are subject to rigorous anti-corruption safeguards, including due diligence on business partners for the purpose of preventing conflicts of interest.14

What companies can do
Undertake comprehensive due diligence to understand the past history of extraction rights and assets at stake, including how these were first acquired and under what conditions they were transferred to other owners afterwards.15

Awarding of mining, oil and gas rights through a bidding process

Corruption in the award of mining, oil and gas rights through a bidding process may serve diverse objectives. First, it can be intended to get favourable treatment in the bidding process by bypassing or rigging control and evaluation procedures or by disqualifying legitimate bidders. Second, it can be used to simply avoid a public bidding process or circumvent specific bidding requirements such as local content obligations. Third, companies’ executives may bribe government officials in order to access confidential information on competitive bids and revise their own bids accordingly.

Corruption schemes

Different types of schemes can be observed to achieve these objectives. These include favouring in the bidding process companies in which public officials or their affiliates have a stake through tender evaluation criteria or pre-qualification of bidders. There is also the potential to bribe for bid exclusion, with companies paying to have a competitor somehow disadvantaged in the competitive process. The performance of bidders in the bidding process can further be assessed against a range of local content criteria, including the score attributed for the implementation of government programmes aimed at benefitting disadvantaged groups.

Favouritism and political capture through tender evaluation criteria and pre-qualification of bidders

Bidding processes may be rigged by political capture, patronage and conflict of interest. There are instances in which tender evaluation or contract awarding rules provide for eligibility thresholds or criteria rewarding the offer of local content. For example, the award of an oil licence through a bidding process may require the formation of consortia or joint ventures between the foreign company and a local firm (or a businessman) or the state-owned enterprise. The obligation of forming a joint venture with a local partner may be diverted from its initial objective of local capacity development to favour companies owned by or connected to public officials and serve politicians’ interests. For example, Transparency International reports the case of an oil and gas producing country where a foreign company entered into a consortium with two local companies to bid for certain oil blocks. It turned out that the real owners of one of these
local companies were the former chairman and CEO of the state-owned enterprise and a minister of state (Martini, 2014).

In some countries, indigenous companies are also pre-qualified to bid for shares in such licences, even though the beneficial owners remain undisclosed. In some instances, senior public officials turn out to be the ultimate beneficiaries of valuable shares in the project.

In another pending case involving a bidding process for the award of exploration rights of oil blocks managed by a state-owned enterprise, the formula used for the qualification of oil enterprises and the selection of the best offer was modified to favour one company in the bidding contest. The change in the weight of scores downplayed the importance of royalties, despite a scenario of rising oil prices. Moreover, the qualifications and capacity of the company with regard to high-risk investment in exploration had not been verified by the government and their evaluation solely based on unilateral sworn declaration by the company.\(^{16}\)

**Abuse of office in the bidding process**

The bidding process may be rigged by corrupt practices resulting in the biased selection of one particular bidder over the others. For example, this can consist of crafting the bidding terms so as to favour one particular company over its competitors. Another typical corruption scheme involves the disclosure of confidential information on competitive bids to allow the company to revise its own bid accordingly. Abuse of office by politicians or high-level officials or bribery payments may also serve to simply circumvent the bidding process. The literature reports the case of a country where companies owned by government ministries commonly bid for licences in consortia with foreign groups receiving a percentage of the total contract the company gets if successful (World Bank, 2007). After the awarding and the signing of the contract, some of the contractual obligations (provision of services, hiring of local people) incumbent on the winning bidder may also be modified to his benefit. These changes may be due to dealings between public officials and the winning bidder prior to the bidding process, or even after the awarding. In either case, this violates the principle of equal treatment of the bidders.\(^{17}\)

**Corruption associated with bid rigging (collusive bidding or bid exclusion)**

Collusive bidding occurs when conspiring bidders manipulate a competitive public bid in such a way that a preselected bidder wins the bid. Colluding companies submit defective bids in order to allow a preselected bidder to win the bid while giving the appearance of competition. Collusive bidders may also submit complementary bids from shell companies or affiliates to further give a semblance of competition (OCDE, 2009a; World Bank, 2007).

Unlawful bid exclusion prevents potential bidders from bidding through pressure and threats, bribe payments to the companies in exchange for withdrawal or bribe payments to government officials in exchange for disqualifying legitimate bidders or providing non-public information about competitive bids (FATF, 2012b).

**Parties involved**

The instigator of a corruption scheme during the bidding process can either be the private agent, the public or state-owned official exerting pressure and trading its influence over the decision-making process or an intermediary/third-party, agent/subsidiary facilitating the deal. In the particular case of collusive bidding, bid rigging takes place among conspiring bidders without the knowledge of the public officials in charge of overseeing the bidding process. Yet, in some instances, collusive bidding may involve corruption of public officials, in particular when the size of the project requires government backing and support to
conceal access to resources at a lower price and preserve a semblance of competition. The cartel or chosen company may also bribe the public official to overlook the collusion.

In several cases, in particular in the oil and gas sector, the officials involved are executives of state-owned enterprises. Yet, they may also come from ministries and/or central or local government authorities that oversee the bidding process or have a say in the final approval of the bid. In some cases, the corruption scheme involves politicians at the highest level (president, minister, etc.) abusing their authority and accepting gifts or bribes. However, illegal payments may also be made to lower-ranking officials such as engineers responsible for the technical evaluations of bids. In the different bid-rigging schemes described above, government officials whenever involved may receive compensation in the form of cash payments, in-kind contributions or a share of the contract value over a certain period of time in return for awarding the contract.

On the private side, top executives from the private entity (CEOs, country managers, etc.) are typically involved in complex deals. More specifically, the company’s entity involved or initiating the bribery is often the subsidiary operating in the country or a foreign subsidiary. Furthermore, there might be the risk for third companies acquiring a licence or concession previously awarded through opaque processes of being held liable or being subject to threats and pressure by corrupt officials to perpetuate the corruption scheme.

Vehicles and mechanisms

The use of third parties including intermediaries

The use of third parties to facilitate an improper deal is a common feature in the different cases documented above. The intermediary “can act as a conduit for legitimate economic activities, illegitimate bribery payments, or a combination of both” (OECD, 2009b). Third parties can refer to a diverse range of actors, including agents, consultants or consulting firms providers of intellectual services, joint venture partners, subsidiaries, business partners such as lawyers and accountants (OECD, 2009b). The role played by the intermediary in the corruption scheme, whether it is active or passive may depend on the circumstances. It can be only a facilitator or the mastermind behind the corruptive behaviour. The decision to hire or operate through an intermediary may be made by the public officials or the company itself. It can also be imposed by the jurisdiction requiring the employment of a local agent for any business transaction in the local market. In some cases, the intermediaries may even be designated by the government officials. In this type of situation, it is possible that the intermediary is the mastermind of the criminal enterprise, operating without the company’s knowledge (OECD, 2009b).

The improper use of intermediaries by the parties (the company or foreign officials) may have distinct objectives. They can be used to make payments, convey the offer or promise to bribe or influence the decision-making process. In this case, intermediaries will generally be local agents or business consultants more familiar with the local business environment and with close political ties, sometimes belonging to the circle of friends or family members of the corrupted public officials purportedly hired to provide consultancy and advisory services to the company. Instead, they use their personal relationship with government officials to influence the decision-making process, obtain favourable treatment or confidential information about the bidding process. They may not provide any identifiable or economically justifiable services or alternatively, perform a combination of legitimate and illegitimate services (OECD, 2009b). In the former case, the consultant charges the company using false invoices for sham services; forwards the funds to the official and receives a fee or retains a certain percentage of the funds transferred. When intermediaries trade their influence in return for an undue advantage from the company, the public official may not receive any advantage personally and even remain unaware of the corrupt deal (OECD, 2008b). In all these instances, false invoicing and fake documentation are often used to provide a seemingly legitimate
coverage to the payments such as the provision of legal, administrative or consulting services. This allows
the company to disguise the payments in its books and records as loans, consultancy fees, payments for
legal services. The payments are referred to broad categories of expenditures using general, vague and non-
descriptive language such as “supporting the company’s business in country X”, “conducting (market)
research”, or “establishing necessary contacts” (OECD, 2009b).

Third parties, including intermediaries, can also be used to conceal the payments and distance oneself
from the crime. In some cases, the bribe is conveyed to a third party beneficiary, such as a spouse or other
family member, business party, political party, charity or company in which the public official has an
interest.

A number of alternative or complementary techniques may be used to further increase opacity of the
corrupt relationships. Though the intermediaries are commonly locally based in the country, the parties
involved may sometimes rely on a third-country agent to make the improper payments more difficult to
track. The corruption scheme may also involve multiple layers of related-party transactions between
related companies in order to add complexity and increase the difficulty in gathering evidence.

Joint ventures

Joint ventures may add another layer of complexity and opacity in the chain of payments: i) by
making each partner dependent on the level of integrity of the other joint venture partner(s), in particular
of the leading partner dealing with the host government and/or operating the joint venture, ii) by using
themselves as intermediaries. This may render the transactions more vulnerable to corruption risks if
proper due diligence is not carried out all along the chain. In the latter case, improper payments are
typically made by the joint venture through the intermediary and generally disguised as commissions.

Joint ventures constitute particularly effective instruments for concealing bribery payments, and in
particular in the case of a joint venture with a state-owned enterprise or a local partner providing a safe
space for potentially less transparent interactions between the company and government officials.

Misuse of corporate vehicles

This type of structure provides an efficient and flexible instrument to conceal the proceeds of
corruption by introducing greater opacity and making the identification of the ultimate beneficial owner
difficult. First, they can be easily created and dissolved in most jurisdictions. Second, corporate vehicles
may form part of a multi-layered chain of inter-jurisdictional structures whereby an entity in one
jurisdiction will be controlled and owned by a trust or corporate vehicle in another jurisdiction, blurring the
lines and making it even more challenging to go up the chain and identify the ultimate beneficial owner.
This type of multi-layered scheme can help ensure that the beneficial owners are located in a jurisdiction
that does not require public disclosure of information about beneficial ownership (OECD, 2009b). Third,
corporate vehicles may be used in combination with additional mechanisms in order to further obscure
beneficial ownership. Examples of such mechanisms include exercising control through contract instead of
standard ownership and control positions (World Bank, 2011). Fourth, the beneficial owner may also be
separated from formal control through the use of surrogates (in the name of which the corporate vehicle
will be registered) such as specialised intermediaries, professionals, or nominees hired to hold in name only
a position or assets on behalf of the beneficial owner; or “front men” with rather informal connections with
the beneficial owner and usually selected in the close circle of friends, relatives and family members
(OECD, 2014b).

Bearer shares can constitute another mechanism by which transparency on the ultimate beneficiary is
further obstructed. Bearer shares are company shares that exist in certificate form, and whoever is in
physical possession of the bearer shares is deemed to be their owner. Transfer requires only the delivery of the instrument from person to person (in some cases, combined with endorsement on the back of the instrument). Unlike “registered” shares (for which ownership is determined by entry in a register), bearer shares typically give the person in possession of the certificate (the bearer) voting rights or rights to dividend. For these reasons, this type of instrument facilitates anonymous transfers of control and can be used for money laundering purposes (World Bank, 2011).

Corporate vehicles to conceal bribe payments

Corporate vehicles can be used to conceal bribery payments in contract negotiation. The Trace Compendium database features a particularly complex bribery case involving the acquisition of shares in a company located abroad with no apparent connection with the case. The entity appeared to be owned by an official from a country in which the investor had interests and operations. Investments in the official’s company abroad served to induce the latter to use his influence with the government to assist the investor in getting favourable terms in a contract negotiation. This particularly complex scheme aimed at fostering transactional decoupling between the giver and the receiver and making illegal payments more difficult to track.

Fronting to comply with local content requirements in the bidding process

There have been some instances in the oil industry where foreign companies allegedly paid illegal fees to contract with front companies with opaque ownership and shareholding structures in order to comply with host-country laws. For example, joint ventures may be created for fronting purposes to respond to bidding requirements (Martini, 2014).

Corporate vehicles to conceal the proceeds of corruption

On the receiving side, government officials may resort to complex and opaque money laundering schemes in order to conceal the proceeds of corruption, especially when these are high. The mechanisms usually consist of creating or using a whole web of corporate vehicles (i.e. shell companies20, trusts, foundations, etc.) in order to conceal the official’s involvement in corruption, create a disconnection between the official and his illegally acquired assets as well as provide appearance of legitimacy for illicit activities (OECD, 2014b).

Rubber stamping approval of compliance with local content requirements in the bidding process

The Trace Compendium database reports a case where illegal fees were paid in exchange for getting rubber stamping approval by government authorities over the company’s compliance with local content requirements in order to be granted the mining licence.

Barter contracts

Barter contracts, where investments in infrastructure are made in exchange for granting rights present risks of corruption. Corruptive behaviours are more difficult to demonstrate in these cases, due to the difficulty in balancing the value of rights awarded with the value of the investment. The level of risk is also associated with the modalities through which the investment is carried out, whether through mere financing or through the building up of the infrastructure, involving in the latter case proper selection, qualification and monitoring of the suppliers.
**Corruption risk factors**

**Opacity and discretion in bidding processes**

Opacity and discretion in bidding processes with regard to evaluation criteria, roles and responsibilities of key actors may account for increased corruption risks in this phase of the value chain. In many cases, information related to the bidding process is not made publicly available (e.g. number of bids received, requirements, winning bids, etc.) (OECD, 2012). Moreover, blurred division of responsibilities and conflict of interest sometimes leading a single government agency to play the dual role of administrator and regulator of the sector (Global Witness, 2012) tend to increase the vulnerability of the bidding process to corruption. Additional vulnerabilities may be related to administrative, human resource and financial aspects including excessively complex and bureaucratic tender procedures, insufficient turnover of the personnel in charge of managing tender procedures or inadequate level of transparency and accounting of payments in the public financial records.

In some instances, it may even be that the legislation is too vague over the choice of the process for the allocation of extraction rights. For instance, as reported by a participant in the working group on corruption risks, the country law establishes that hydrocarbon blocks can be awarded either through bidding process or direct negotiation. Yet, subsequent regulations do not provide any specific criteria to make a choice, therefore leaving a wide margin of discretion to decide which option to apply for each block.

**Absence of an open and competitive bidding process**

In other cases, opacity and discretion may come from the mere absence of an open and competitive bidding process for the allocation of the contract. This may be observed in the context of contract extension. Barter contracts are also particularly subject to such risk. The opacity surrounding the terms of this type of contract (e.g. mechanisms of financing and reimbursements down to the project level, pledged resources and the value of payments, investments and infrastructure projects, etc.) increases exposure to corrupt behaviours (EITI, 2015a).

**Opaque and complex financial and commercial arrangements**

Opaque and complex financial and commercial arrangements involving multi-layered schemes of interlocking offshore companies, joint ventures, public-private partnerships or partnerships with local companies are enabling factors for corruption to thrive. Such complexity and opacity may help conceal for example the abuse or circumvention of bidding requirements to favour politically affiliated local entities or select front companies with no technical and financial capacity. This is facilitated in particular by the lack of comprehensive and harmonised legislation in host, home and third party’s countries on beneficial ownership information disclosure which would enable governments to identify the beneficial owners of bidding entities, corporate vehicles, local partners, joint venture partners, etc. When information on beneficial ownership is disclosed, the lack of proactive data management by government authorities hosting companies’ registry systems contributes to further eroding governments’ capacity to detect and prevent risks of corruption and money laundering (World Bank, 2011).

**Nature of the market**

The intrinsic nature of the market characterised by high entry cost and limited number of competitors may also increase chances of collusive bidding and other forms of corruption.
**Recommended mitigation measures**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RISK FACTORS</th>
<th>RECOMMENDED MITIGATION MEASURES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Opacity and discretion in bidding processes</strong></td>
<td><strong>What host governments can do</strong>&lt;br&gt;Make information related to all stages of bidding processes publicly available. Such information may include timelines for submitting bids, selection and evaluation criteria, contracts award decisions as well as other critical information such as geological potential, cost recovery, length of operations available transparently to all stakeholders (OECD, 2014a).&lt;br&gt;Appoint independent bodies responsible for the technical design of the bid and the oversight of the bidding process (ICAC, 2013).&lt;br&gt;Ensure effective management of possible conflict of interest and clear segregation of roles (design, evaluation and selection of the bid).&lt;br&gt;Where possible, put in place an online submission process to increase transparency and limit interaction between public officials in charge of the bidding process and bidders.&lt;br&gt;Debrief bidders on how the award decision was made.&lt;br&gt;Establish dispute mechanisms to enable losing bidders to challenge the results in case of discontent.&lt;br&gt;Mandate that awarded contracts and licences are fully disclosed in publicly available registries and open to scrutiny.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Absence of an open and competitive bidding process</strong></td>
<td><strong>What host governments can do</strong>&lt;br&gt;Provide for an open and competitive bidding for the allocation of extraction rights, in particular in the context of barter contracts and contract extension.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Opaque and complex financial and commercial arrangements</strong></td>
<td><strong>What host governments can do</strong>&lt;br&gt;Conduct technical and financial analyses of companies enjoying preferential treatment to determine if they have the technical expertise and financial capacity to undertake the required activities (ICAC, 2013).&lt;br&gt;Ensure that extractive projects carried out through joint ventures with private firms, are subject to rigorous anti-corruption safeguards, including due diligence on business partners for the purpose of preventing conflicts of interest.²²&lt;br&gt;Require bidders to attach to their licence application information and documents disclosing the natural persons who are the beneficial owners of the company applying for the licence and declare real or potential conflict of interest.²³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>What companies can do</strong></td>
<td>Conduct due diligence on public or local private partners in joint ventures, public-private partnerships, or partnerships with local businesses for the purpose of determining if they have the technical and financial capacity and of preventing conflicts of interest.²⁴</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NOTES

1. Global Witness (2012), Rigged? The Scramble for Africa’s Oil, Gas and Minerals, London, January, http://bit.ly/1touoAl: “For example, licenses to explore for oil and gas (which can then be converted into production rights) are often awarded on the basis of auctions. In mining countries, by contrast, a “first-come-first-served” system is more usual. Mining exploration often takes place across vast areas where the chance of finding commercially exploitable mineral deposits may be quite small. For this reason, it may be difficult to attract enough bidders at one time to offer exploration rights by auction. But where a commercial-sized mineral deposit is already known to exist, bidding is appropriate.”

2. Comments received from participants in the working group on corruption risks during the consultations between January and May 2015.

3. See note 2.

4. See note 2.

5. OECD (2012), International Drivers of Corruption: A Tool for Analysis, OECD Publishing, Paris, http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/9789264167513-en: pp. 46 “There is evidence of large-scale corruption in the oil sector in the 1980s and 1990s, mainly centred on manipulation of the process of awarding concessions. [The case in point] revealed a well-established system of corrupt payments to [host countries’] leaders in exchange for securing oil concessions that was linked to […] broader foreign policy interests [of the company’s home country].”

6. World Bank (2007), The Many Faces of Corruption - Tracking Vulnerabilities at the Sector Level, edited by J. E. Campos and S. Pradhan, The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development / The World Bank, Washington DC.: pp. 199 “Consuming-country governments are rarely blameless either. As suggested earlier, driven by supply security concerns, or simply out of an interest in promoting the commercial success of their companies abroad, they may use simple bribes or their leverage – economic, political, or military – in the form of either carrots or sticks to influence outcomes in producing countries in their favour. […] Bribes [can be] more broadly interpreted to include not just money but promises of economic assistance and political or military support […]”

7. See note 2.

8. See note 2.

9. Comments received from participants in the working group on corruption risks during the consultations between September and November 2015.

10. See note 2.


14. Factors to be taken into account include whether the partner is a legitimate entity, is qualified and has the necessary resources to fulfil its part of the contract, whether it has an effective anti-bribery management system, whether it has been investigated, prosecuted or convicted of fraud or bribery, and whether it has direct or indirect links to an authority involved in the decision to award the contract.
15. See note 10.
18. According to the Financial Action Task Force (FATF), the beneficial owner is defined as “the natural person(s) who ultimately owns or controls a customer and/or the person on whose behalf a transaction is being conducted. It also incorporates those persons who exercise ultimate effective control over a legal person or arrangement.” See FATF (2012), International Standards on Combating Money Laundering and the Financing of Terrorism & Proliferation – The FATF Recommendation, Financial Action Task Force FATF-OECD, Paris, February 2012. http://www.fatf-gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/recommendations/pdfs/FATF_Recommendations.pdf. Similarly, the OECD defines beneficial ownership as “the ultimate beneficial ownership or interest by a natural person. In some situations, uncovering the beneficial owner may involve piercing through various intermediary entities and/or individuals until the true owner who is a natural person is found. With respect to corporations, ownership is held by shareholders or members. In partnerships, interests are held by general and limited partners. In trusts and foundations, beneficial ownership refers to beneficiaries, which may also include the settlor or founder.” See OECD (2001), Behind the Corporate Veil: Using Corporate Entities for Illicit Purposes, OECD Publishing. http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/9789264195608-en.
19. See note 2.
20. A “shell company” is a non-operational company, i.e. a legal entity that has no independent operations, significant assets, ongoing business activities or employees.
22. See note 2. Factors to be taken into account include whether the partner is a legitimate entity, is qualified and has the necessary resources to fulfil its part of the contract, whether it has an effective anti-bribery management system, whether it has been investigated, prosecuted or convicted of fraud or bribery, and whether it has direct or indirect links to an authority involved in the decision to award the contract.
23. See note 10. See also https://eiti.org/pilot-project-beneficial-ownership.
24. See note 2. Factors to be taken into account include whether the partner is a legitimate entity, is qualified and has the necessary resources to fulfil its part of the contract, whether it has an effective anti-bribery management system, whether it has been investigated, prosecuted or convicted of fraud or bribery, and whether it has direct or indirect links to an authority involved in the decision to award the contract.
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CHAPTER 4. CORRUPTION RISKS IN EXTRACTION OPERATIONS AND REGULATION

Abstract: This chapter identifies corruption risk in extraction operations and regulation phase, divided into four main categories: i) corruption in the procurement of goods and services; ii) regulatory capture or violation; iii) corruption in the conduct of daily operations, and iv) corruption in relation with the acquisition or selling of shares or concessions. It further elaborates on mitigation measures that home and host governments and companies can take to address those risks.

Corruption in the procurement of goods and services

The procurement of goods and services in the extractive sector refers to the acquisition of goods, equipment and services from local or foreign suppliers by the main contractor, understood as any entities (either private or a state-owned) with whom extractive companies enter into a contractual relationship (e.g. for engineering, procurement and construction, and maintenance service contracts). Goods and services may be acquired through a bidding process or direct negotiation with suppliers.
Procurement processes are regarded as one of the largest risk areas in the operational phase of extractive projects, and in the development phase in particular.

**Corruption schemes**

Corruption schemes may include bid rigging practices, undue favouritism in the choice of suppliers, cronyism and bribery associated with the misuse of local content requirements, bribery associated with mispricing practices in the procurement of infrastructure services and bribery associated with the provision of intellectual services.

**Bid rigging**

Bid rigging (OECD, 2009) (or collusive bidding) occurs when “businesses, that would otherwise be expected to compete, secretly conspire to raise prices or lower the quality of goods or services acquired through a bidding process”. Bid rigging schemes in procurement processes include cases in which co-operating companies agree not to compete or to submit deliberately inflated or defective bids to ensure the selection of the designated winner. In exchange, the winner might pay to the losing bidders a share of the premium of the contract obtained as a result of the collusion, hire them as subcontractors, or allow them to win in following bids or other high priced contracts. The last case is referred to as bid rotation schemes.

Inflated bids resulting from these collusive behaviours generate a windfall with which to bribe the cooperating companies or public officials. The bribery payments are often disguised as commissions or mark-up on sales.

Other bid rigging schemes include “lowballing” practices that consist of a collusive arrangement between a bidder and the public official responsible for awarding the contract. In a lowballing scheme, the bidder agrees with the public official to submit the lowest bid with the understanding that once the contract is awarded, the price will increase (World Bank, 2007). The modifications and amendments can also be agreed upon after the awarding of the contract as reported in the example of a contract for the distribution of natural gas stipulating the specific number of domestic users to benefit from the service, a provision that was modified two years after the signing of the contract without any explanation.¹

**Undue favouritism of suppliers**

Direct negotiation with suppliers for the procurement of equipment, goods and services may be prone to corruption risks such as bribery, conflict of interest and favouritism when the company favours one supplier against the competitors on non-market-based grounds or for reasons other than longstanding connections due to trust, or political capture when the company is being urged to select local suppliers with close political ties and affiliations.²

Companies may also be exposed to those risks in contract renegotiation or extension for incumbent suppliers.

**Favouritism, cronyism, kickbacks and bribery associated with the misuse of local content requirements in the procurement of goods and services**

Local content requirements may be misused when contracts to supply extractive industries are awarded to shell or front companies, resulting in cost inflation and delays in project execution. In such cases, there is only a semblance of compliance with local content requirements since typically the front company does not have the capacity to actually implement the contract and will most likely further subcontract to a competent foreign operational entity. Alternatively, local content requirements may be used to favour local companies with political ties and connections and/or to channel and disguise kickback
schemes involving the prime contractor and public officials. Companies may be “advised” that awards to certain local firms, connected with public officials, could have a favourable impact on their business (World Bank, 2007). There can also be a risk that local companies bribe or offer kickbacks to public officials to be included in the list of pre-qualified suppliers (Martini, 2014).

**Bribery associated with mispricing practices in the procurement of infrastructure services**

Foreign companies may be exposed to specific corruption risks in the context of the procurement of infrastructure services. Transportation infrastructure for extractives, including pipelines, storage or transfer terminals, and port jetties is a sector often characterised as natural absolute or quasi-monopoly. Empirical evidence based on concrete experience shared by participants in the working group on corruption risks shows that corruption may occur when granting or controlling access to infrastructure services. At the initial stage, a company may be prompted to make payments to public officials when negotiating and entering into the agreement with the government. The lack of competition indeed favours opacity and discretion in the definition of the terms and conditions of access, including the appropriate level of fees and charges to be applied which may be inflated for bribery purposes. At a later stage, the company may be further solicited for bribery payments by public administrators in charge of controlling access to the infrastructure (World Bank, 2007).

**Patronage and clientelism in the procurement of intellectual services**

Extractive companies may be exposed to risks of patronage and clientelism in the procurement of intellectual services when they are urged to hire local consultants based on political affiliations rather than on commercial grounds (price, skills and competencies).³

**Parties involved**

With regard to bid rigging schemes and the misuse of local content requirements, the main parties to corruption in procurement processes are usually the main contractor and the subcontractors. In many reported corruption cases, the main contractor is a state-owned enterprise, in particular in the oil and gas sector. When the main contractor is a foreign private company, the company’s entity involved in the corruption scheme will most often be the subsidiary operating in the country. Even in cases where no public institution is involved in the tendering process (e.g. between the main private operator and the suppliers), the ultimate award of the contract might rely upon favourable recommendations by public officials such as executives of state-owned enterprises, resulting in awards to firms with limited demonstrated capacity.

The subcontractors may be either local suppliers with strong connection and affiliation with public officials from government or a state-owned enterprise. When the main contractor is a foreign private company, it may also be that the goods or service providers are affiliated to the company or from the company’s home country.

High-level public officials and politicians may also be involved. In a large-scale corruption scandal in the procurement of services in the oil and gas sector, the press reports the involvement of politicians and officials at the highest level (ministers, state governors, members of parliament, top executives from the state-owned enterprise) through kickback schemes. It is alleged that in exchange for granting the contracts, top executives of the state-owned enterprise would take bribes from local contractors and service providers and funnel the funds to politicians and members of the ruling coalition in order to finance political campaigns and secure congressional votes. Apart from the allegation of bribery payments to the state-owned enterprises, the contractors are accused of forming a cartel to drive up contract prices.
In the case of infrastructure procurement, parties to corruption may be the public officials in charge of negotiating the terms and conditions of the infrastructure service agreement or those in charge of administering and controlling access to the infrastructure. Moreover, high-level influential officials not directly linked to the procurement process may also be involved in this type of corruption scheme.

**Vehicles and mechanisms**

*Shell and front companies*

Special-purpose vehicles, such as shell or front companies, may be used to circumvent local content requirements, particularly in countries where local content rules do not clearly define what “local” or “indigenous” actually means. These companies may be hired or purposefully created by foreign companies to participate in the bidding process though these local partners might not have the capacity to deliver on the awarded contract.

Shell and front companies may be further used to disguise kickback schemes between the prime contractor and public or state-owned enterprise officials. As already described in the previous chapter, these types of vehicles may prove particularly efficient to conceal and launder the proceeds of corruption due to the opacity typically surrounding beneficial ownership (World Bank, 2007).

*List of local suppliers*

National laws and regulations may require that main contractors select suppliers from a list pre-established by the government. This may expose to risks of corruption if the criteria required to qualify for the government-sponsored suppliers’ register are lower than the company’s standards with regard to anti-corruption and due diligence.

**Corruption risk factors**

*Opacity and discretion in the procurement of goods and services*

Insufficient clarity and transparency of procurement rules may leave room for abusive discretion of power in decision making and heightened risks of corruption. For example, inadequate, vague or deliberately exclusive pre-qualification criteria may give way to excessive discretion of evaluators in bid evaluation systems, in particular for non-price evaluation criteria (e.g. evaluation systems based on conversion of evaluation criteria into notional points).

Similarly, corruption may be facilitated when the legislation does not provide for clear roles and responsibilities of key actors, as well as information disclosure requirements on stakes and personal conflicts of interest for public or state-owned enterprise officials involved in the business of extractives. Possible conflict of interest for state-owned companies may arise in particular where the distinction between the roles of administrator and regulator of the sector is not clearly established. It is reported for example that in an oil-producing country, subsidiaries of the national oil company participate in bidding processes that the state company is responsible for overseeing (Global Witness, 2012).

Another corruption risk factor consists of the lack of independent central body for the monitoring and oversight of bidding processes, in particular in the case of decentralised responsibilities. Limited reporting by state companies and government agencies to the legislators may also contribute to further weakening the integrity of procurement processes.

In some cases, the lack of open, publicly advertised and competitive bidding, the limited participation of international bidders or too bureaucratic management of the bidding process may limit competition,
deter potential bidders from competing, and lead to suboptimal contract allocation to firms with limited demonstrated capacity.

More specifically, risk factors associated with the procurement of infrastructure include the lack of transparency of rules governing access to infrastructure (e.g. non-official and non-public tariffs) as well as of administration of access.

**Lack of, or inadequate due diligence procedures governing relationship with suppliers**

On the company’s side, opportunities for corruption may arise from inadequate segregation of roles and duties within the qualification process, assignment of the contract, monitoring of its performance; inadequate rules for the selection of the contractors (e.g. no separate treatment in bids of the technical offer and the economic offer); or insufficient auditing and monitoring on the suppliers’ contract performance.  

**Recommended mitigation measures**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RISK FACTORS</th>
<th>RECOMMENDED MITIGATION MEASURES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Opacity and discretion in the procurement of goods and services | **What host governments can do**  
When local content targets are in place, assess whether they reflect the sector’s needs and available local capabilities.  
Adopt, clear, specific, objective criteria for the identification or pre-qualification of local suppliers and the granting of any waivers in order to prevent public officials’ discretion.  
Make all information related to existing local content requirements and pre-qualification criteria publicly available and easily accessible.  
Carefully define commercial and non-commercial roles of state-owned companies and establish appropriate governance mechanisms in order to ensure clear segregation of roles, avoid conflict of interest and guarantee fair competition in procurement processes (Heller, Mahdavi and Schreuder, 2014).  
Establish transparent public rules and tariffs for infrastructure access (World Bank, 2007).  
Publicly disclose infrastructure deals. |
| Lack of, or inadequate due diligence procedures governing relationship with suppliers | **What extractive companies/main contractors can do**  
In cases of monopolistic or quasi-monopolistic markets such as for the procurement of infrastructure services, require transparency from the government with respect to the calculation of fees and charges through international benchmarking or the use of international parameters and quotations.  
**What extractive companies/main contractors can do**  
Conduct due diligence on local suppliers, by establishing detailed supplier registration systems and questionnaires in order to gather information on suppliers such as business structure, ownership, political connections to government officials and organisations closely linked with the government and other basic information that can reveal corruption risks.  
Where companies are obliged to procure goods and services from pre-qualified suppliers, undertake comprehensive due diligence in line with the company’s internal management systems and in accordance with available best practice guidance before the opening of the offer.  
When pre-qualified suppliers present anomalies, devise a mechanism to alert competent authorities in order for them to take corrective measures or remove the supplier from the list. If no action is taken, consider suspending or discontinuing the relationship with suppliers.  
Assess, in collaboration with relevant government authorities, chambers of commerce, other business organisations, development agencies and other relevant institutions, the capabilities... |
Implement procurement, commercial and other non-financial controls (e.g. competitive tendering, two signatures on work approvals and strict rules on variations).\textsuperscript{12}

**Regulatory capture and violation**

This section covers corruption risks related to the regulation of extraction operations. It looks in particular at cases where the purpose of the corrupt conduct is to facilitate regulatory capture and violation. Regulatory capture occurs when a regulatory agency, created to act in the public interest, furthers the interests of groups that dominate the industry or sector it is charged with regulating. Corrupt conducts may be intended to influence regulatory design or enforcement. Corruption associated with regulatory violation is a form of corruption intended to break or disregard existing legislation and regulations.

**Corruption schemes**

*Corruption associated with enforcement of local content requirements*

**Selection of local joint venture partner**

Some countries require that international companies set up a joint venture with local partners for the performance of a licence or permit. In such case the absence of clear rules for the identification of the local company or the discretion left to the government to identify such local partners presents some risk, for instance, when the hidden ultimate beneficiary is a public official or, even worse, when such public official is at the same time the representative of the government involved in the transaction.

**Hiring of local staff**

Local employment regulations may be subject to nepotism and cronyism, in particular in the context of tight labour markets where good and well-paid employment opportunities are low. The literature highlights instances where local content policies have been abused and positions filled on the basis of family ties, party affiliation or ethnicity rather than qualifications (Oxford Policy Management, 2012).

**Regulatory capture and power discretion in the enforcement of local content obligations**

The discretion often enjoyed by public officials responsible for implementing local content policies, combined with lack of transparency, opens the door for uneven implementation and enforcement of local content rules.

In some instances, international oil companies have complained that local content implementation is “uneven, irregular and non-transparent, particularly at local levels of government” (Martini, 2014). Participants in the working group indicated that impractical or unrealistic requirements provide perverse incentives for companies to obtain waivers under applicable legal regimes or to negotiate tax breaks or public subsidies in compensation for compliance with local content regulations.

Finally, public officials’ discretion in the evaluation of waiver applications may provide incentives for corruption. For example, the legislation in one country grants power to the minister to decide to waive local content obligations for a given company or project. Such practice can be highly vulnerable to corruption if the criteria for evaluating waiver applications are not made public, or are not applied in an objective or transparent manner (Martini, 2014).
**Corruption in relation with violation of customs clearance rules**

Corruption in relation with violation of customs clearance rules may serve the following purposes: accelerating the customs clearance process, skipping inspection or influencing the inspection’s findings, ignoring errors in documentation and non-compliance with customs regulations, reducing customs duties or resolving a customs dispute. Corruption in exchange for violation of customs rules may also concern circumvention of export or import bans or restrictions as well as non-compliance with specific product transformation requirements before export.

Thirteen cases in the Trace database refer to corruption related to violation of customs procedures. In three of the cases, improper payments were made to customs authorities to allow shipments to pass through customs in spite of small paperwork errors, to avoid causing significant delays in the importation of necessary supplies by the companies. In one case a company bribed a customs official to block the employees of a competitor company from entering the country. Payments were then made to facilitate the company’s own employees to enter the country and obtain work visas. In the other cases, bribery payments were made in exchange for favourable resolution of a customs dispute, avoidance or reduction of customs duties and penalties, circumvention of customs regulations with regard to special import permits or permit extensions (e.g. for temporary import permits).

**Corruption in relation with violation of labour and immigration rules**

Similarly, corruption in relation with violation of labour and immigration rules may be intended to accelerate immigration visa and work permit processing and approval or to settle disputes. The Trace database reports three cases in which improper payments were made to immigration officials to facilitate immigration visa and work permit issuance. In two cases at least, the bribery conduct was driven by abuse of discretionary power, attempted extortion and embezzlement from immigration officials.

In one particular case, a settlement agreement was signed between a company and the country’s tax authorities. The company paid fees and penalties for violation of labour and immigration rules, subsequently embezzled by public officials.

Another case involved insider trading practices as the immigration official started investigating purportedly on his own initiative about the company’s competitors, providing the company with confidential information and making it difficult for the competitors to gain entry.

**Corruption in relation with violation of environmental regulations**

Corruption in relation with violation of environmental regulations may be intended to bypass existing legislation, to accelerate administrative procedures to get the necessary operational permits (e.g. environmental assessment, etc.) or to avoid penalties or get favourable resolution of disputes. It may take the form of bribery, trading in influence by the company or extortion practices by public officials.\(^\text{13}\)

The literature reports an ongoing case opposing indigenous communities and a foreign oil company accused of oil pollution of local waterways severely affecting the indigenous peoples living in the region.Trading in influence by the company and suspicions of bribery of a judge from the host country in exchange for false testimony were reported.

Another case points to extortion practices exerted on a company by public officials from the ministry of energy in relation to authorising the implementation of a power plant. The refusal to engage in bribery by the company has led to serious roadblocks by public officials meant to sabotage the project, as reported in the complaint filed by the company.\(^\text{14}\) In another country, public officials allegedly imposed arbitrary
fines on companies, in order to generate additional revenue regardless of whether environmental regulations were breached or not.\textsuperscript{15}

Finally, corruption may occur during the assessment of the environmental liabilities for operations in a given site. The risk lies in the high level of discretion potentially in the hands of the public officials in charge of identifying these environmental liabilities that will determine the cost structure of the extractive operations. In particular, collusion with representatives from the operating companies may prompt those public officials to underestimate environmental liabilities and costs associated with the operations.\textsuperscript{16}

\textit{Corruption in connection with the granting of administrative authorisations to operate}

Given the complexity of extractive projects, there are several instances in which companies must obtain authorisations to perform their operations. In addition to work permits and customs clearance, these include the environment, health and security, quality of operations (plants, storage, drilling), local community development, etc. Corruption may be intended to speed up or circumvent procedures for the issuance of the necessary authorisations and may take the form of bribery, trading in influence by the company or extortion by public officials.\textsuperscript{17}

Corruption risks may further arise during the periodical controls to confirm validity of the granted authorisation. These controls can be performed directly by a public official or through authorised third parties (specialised companies/consultants). Corruption may serve to keep inspectors from reporting violations and to avoid penalties or receive favourable treatment in dispute resolution. In some jurisdictions, mining companies may face difficulties in ensuring inspection visits of their sites and facilities by officials as mandated by law without providing significant benefits in the form of transport, accommodation and hospitality due to limited government resources and capacity, especially in remote areas. Though this type of logistical assistance does not by itself substantiate corruption, it might offer opportunities for corruption in exchange for favourable inspection report.

\textit{Parties involved}

For corruption cases associated with enforcement of local content rules, the parties involved in the corruption scheme may be public officials from state-owned enterprises or ministries, representatives of local authorities and communities and private parties including executives from the foreign company’s subsidiary or local suppliers.

In some countries, state-owned enterprises, in particular national oil companies, may be central to administrative corruption associated with regulatory capture or violation of local content rules. This may be due to the dual role they are sometimes led to play \textit{de jure or de facto} as producer and regulator of the sector. In the latter case (\textit{de facto} situation), national oil companies fill a deficit gap or compensate for the weak capacity of the formal regulatory agency (World Bank, 2007).

For corruption schemes in relation with customs clearance or visa and work permit issuance, parties involved on the public side are typically respectively customs and immigration officials. Public officials in ministries may also be bribed to expedite the process of customs clearance (e.g. approval of a piece of equipment for importation) or visa and work permit issuance.

For customs clearance and visa or work permit issuance, companies may resort to intermediaries, e.g. independent brokers or consultancy companies, commonly hired to facilitate administrative processing of routine activities (e.g. customs clearance of routine shipment of equipment and materials, issuance, extensions and renewals of temporary importation permits, visas and work permits, etc.).
For corruption schemes in relation with environmental regulation violations, depending on the scale of the scheme, corrupt agents may be high-level officials in the executive and the judicial, or government inspectors and administrative officers in charge of verifying compliance with legislation and delivering authorisations to operate or judicial officials in charge of investigating the case.

On the private side, junior companies may be more prone to engaging in corrupt behaviour in relation with regulatory violation due to their short operational timelines, low reputational risks, highly mobile and flexible nature, lack of or limited internal control systems and reliance on fickle venture capital. Often subjected to less scrutiny than larger companies, they may operate below accepted standards of corporate ethics. Moreover, due to higher dependence on finance capital than revenue, junior companies tend to face short-term horizons, invest in high-risk areas where perspectives of return are the highest, and operate in weak institutional and regulatory environments where larger firms do not go (Dougherty, 2015).

Vehicles and mechanisms

Intermediaries may be parties to the corruption scheme as described above or used as a vehicle to disguise bribery payments. For instance, in one case in the Trace Compendium database, the intermediary immigration consultancy company had been set up by the immigration official in charge of visa processing and approval in order to conceal bribery payments. In another case, the company hired consultants with no licence to provide visa services but rather a close relationship with high-level officials responsible for issuing the visas. In those cases, the improper payments are disguised in invoices using vague sounding items such as consultancy fees and are falsely recorded in the company’s accounting records and books.

Corruption risk factors

Risk factors associated with the design and enforcement of local content rules

Ill-designed local content rules setting unrealistic targets or vaguely defined roles and responsibilities and evaluation criteria for waiver applications may urge companies to use corrupt practices to circumvent those rules or get favourable treatment. Such rules may also foster political discretion and lack of transparency in their interpretation and enforcement with risks of favouritism and conflict of interest.

Corruption may also be encouraged by lax or lower standards of government-sponsored suppliers’ registers compared to operators’ international standards.

On the company side, corruption risk factors may include the lack of, or inadequate harmonisation between control standards required by the company and local content requirements provided by the government as well as unclear or lack of appropriate internal procedures to ensure effective implementation and compliance with local content requirements.

Risk factors associated with administrative authorisation and clearance processes

Corruption in regular clearance and authorisation processes may be encouraged by ill-designed, lax or unclear procedures that leave room for interpretation by public officials in charge of enforcing them. In one case of the Trace Compendium database, the company alleged that procedures associated with obtaining labour and immigration authorisations for short-term workers on a timely basis were not clearly established in the country’s legislation, leaving companies vulnerable to abusive discretion of power and leeway of lower-ranking officials in the enforcement of rules.

With respect to the regulatory process itself, insufficient segregation between the functions of inspection and assessment, authorisation, and monitoring and control may increase chances of corruption.
Inspections carried out prior to authorisation (e.g. environmental, health and safety inspections, customs inspections) may suffer from inconsistencies, arbitrariness and lack of transparency which increase opportunities for corruption. Corruption risks may also arise from excessive bureaucracy translating into unreasonable processing and approval delays for import permits, visas, work permits, etc. Finally, the lack of safeguards (anti-corruption compliance training, regular rotation, etc.) for officials particularly exposed to corruption risks (e.g. inspectors, customs or immigration officials) is of particular concern.

**Recommended mitigation measures**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RISK FACTORS</th>
<th>RECOMMENDED MITIGATION MEASURES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Risk factors associated with the design and enforcement of local content rules** | **What host governments can do**
Collaborate with the extractive industry to collectively assess the sector’s needs against available capabilities in the local economy in order to devise a realistic strategy for promoting the participation of local workforces in the value chain of extractive projects (OECD, 2016).
Where local content regulations exist, ensure their transparent enforcement and reduce public officials’ discretion by outlining objective criteria for the hiring of local staff and the evaluation and approval of waiver applications, if any.
Establish government-sponsored suppliers’ registers based on certification schemes or objective and publicly available evaluation criteria and ensure mechanisms for banning local enterprises from the register for a defined period of time depending on the seriousness of the violation in case of non-compliance with anti-corruption laws and policies.

**What host governments can do**
Demonstrate leadership and commitment at the highest level of customs and immigration authorities (Revised Arusha Declaration, 2003).
Make customs and immigration laws, regulations, procedures and administrative guidelines public, easily accessible and applied in a uniform and consistent manner (Revised Arusha Declaration, 2003).

Simplify and streamline the overall operational framework for customs (Revised Arusha Declaration, 2003) and immigration processes in order to reduce discretion of power. For instance with regard to customs clearance processes, this may include harmonising tariff rates, minimising exemptions to standard rules, eliminating unnecessary administrative requirements, reducing the number of customs officials involved in the clearance process, providing clear rules for the classification of goods and transparent clearance requirements, and reducing the number and type of supporting documents to be provided for customs clearance (World Bank, 2007).
Ensure regular rotation of customs officers or immigration officials, changing both location and functions assigned, and provide for adequate anti-corruption training (World Bank, 2007).
To the extent possible, automate and computerise specific processes so as to reduce power discretion and the need for direct contact between customs officials and importers or their agents or between immigration officials and visa applicants (World Bank, 2007).
Implement a range of appropriate monitoring and control mechanisms of customs and immigration processes such as internal check programmes, internal and external auditing and investigation and prosecution regimes (Revised Arusha Declaration, 2003).
Solicit private sector feedback – through periodic perception surveys or routine consultations between customs or immigration officials and private sector representatives – in order to assess the performance of the anti-corruption strategy, highlight trends, and identify problem areas (World Bank, 2007).

**What companies can do**
Perform due diligence on the selection of local workforces and suppliers, in particular for service providers (such as those providing assistance for obtaining visas or other permits, custom brokers, freight forwarders).

Require control and oversight of the activities of the subsidiaries by the parent company. This may include formal approval of the parent company for performing the most important transactions (World Bank, 2007).

**Corruption in the conduct of daily operations**

This section covers corruption risks associated with the conduct of daily operations in the different phases of extraction projects (e.g. production, transformation, distribution, transport, marketing, etc.). Corruption schemes described further include corruption related to fraud and document falsification in audit reporting, illegal resource extraction activities, corruption in connection with resource theft, extortion by means of threats on security or continuity of operations and corruption in connection with espionage activities.

**Corruption schemes**

*Fraud and document falsification in book- and record-keeping or audit reporting*

Corruption and bribery may be facilitated by fraud and document falsification in the context of audit reporting. The Trace Compendium database reports a case of corruption in the context of an agreement between a foreign company and a state-owned enterprise under which the company assumed all operational and financial control over the project and was to pay a tariff to the state-owned enterprise in order to use its pipeline to deliver the recovered oil. The state-owned enterprise would then reimburse the company for certain costs incurred in the oil and gas recovery process. Reimbursement was made on the basis of the submission by the company of monthly invoices documenting the volume of oil delivered through the pipeline, the pipeline fee and a calculation of the company’s reimbursable monthly operating costs. Independent auditors were annually mandated by the state-owned enterprise to determine whether costs were properly claimed. The auditors’ report would then be reviewed, discussed and conclusions agreed among the auditors, the company and the state-owned enterprise. It is alleged that during these review sessions, the company made improper payments in order to receive favourable audit reports, increase the recoverable costs under the contract and reduce the company’s tax obligations.

Suspicious fluctuations in consultancy fees may suggest the payment of bribes. In one case, the parent company’s management had an opportunity to discover the improper payments when a senior finance officer took note of an increase in contract labour costs, including consultancy fees, in the country branch office. However, because the finance officer accepted the local controller’s explanation and did not make further follow-up inquiries, the issue was not investigated fully. Rather, the improper payments were not discovered until the following year, when, as part of the annual budgeting process, the company’s senior management made inquiries upon noticing narrower profit margins in the country branch office. Upon learning of the kickback scheme, the company’s senior management reported the issue to the parent company’s audit committee.

*Corruption associated with illegal resource extraction*

Informal small-scale and artisanal mining (ELLA, 2012) is particularly exposed to corruption risks often associated with and fuelled by conflicts, political instability and criminal activities such as drug smuggling. Corruption can take the form of exploitation or extortion, as well as fraud, bribery and theft. Some evidence has emerged about the mechanisms of money laundering associated with informal small-scale and artisanal mining, involving international transactions as well as gold smuggling and tax fraud. For example, in one gold producing country, illegally extracted gold is laundered through the legal
domestic gold sector of the neighbouring country (Global Witness, 2013). Another case shows how drug smugglers launder illegal money through fictitious transactions with local government officials in regions with informal mining activities. Drug smugglers import gold acquired abroad with the proceeds of drug smuggling and distribute it to local government officials. The latter send to the Central Bank and report it as local production in order to receive the corresponding royalties that are divided between the local government officials and the drug smugglers (ELLA, 2012).

**Bribery and diversion of public resources and assets, including through resource theft**

Oil theft is of major concern in certain oil producing countries where it is practised on a large scale and contributes to severely eroding and draining revenues from oil. It is even more challenging as it is very often linked to other criminal activities. Diversion of public assets in the form of resource theft can range from small-scale pilfering and illegal local refining to large-scale illegal bunkering in the field or theft at export terminals (Katsouris and Sayne, 2013). Resource theft is commonly associated with bribery of public officials in charge of overseeing and monitoring production volume metering and may also be orchestrated by elites benefitting from illicit oil exports.

Large-scale oil theft cases are reported in the particular context of restrictions in oil trading imposed by the UN Oil-for-Food Programme in Iraq which was initially established to enable Iraq to sell its oil for humanitarian purposes in the context of an extensive international sanctions regime. Oil thefts can also be used as a system to divert resources to the benefit of local officials.

**Extortion by means of threats on security or continuity of operations**

Three cases in the Trace Compendium database relate to the payment of bribes in connection with conflicts with local communities. Bribe payments were made by a company in exchange for assistance in protecting and defending its operations, managing social unrest related to extractives and maintaining a stable business environment. Bribery can happen in response to threats of delays or halts in extractive operations or extortion demands in exchange for retaining business in the country. A first case involved extortion practices from government officials forcing the company to submit false paperwork and cash if it was to retain business with the government and benefit from favourable tax treatment.

In a second case, threats and attempts of extortion were exerted on a subsidiary company following non-compliance with the country’s legislation. The company was required to obtain immigration documentation prior to an expatriate worker’s entry into the country. Immigration prosecutors conducted audits after which they claimed that the company’s expatriates were working without proper immigration documentation. Following threats from the prosecutors to fine, jail or deport the expatriate workers unless the company paid cash fines, employees of the subsidiary sought and received authorisation from the parent company’s senior management to make cash payments to the prosecutors using their personal funds. The parent company then reimbursed the employees inaccurately describing the payments as visa fines and payroll advance on the employees’ upcoming bonus. Prosecution charges against the parent company did not concern the payment of bribes made in response to extortion demands but rather the inaccurate recording of the payments in the company’s books and records.

The database reports a third case in which threats were exerted by public officials from a state-owned enterprise (SOE) to a consultant hired by a foreign company to provide assistance with daily operations, including the submission of invoices to the SOE. It is alleged that the SOE employees threatened to stop or delay the company’s work if the consultant refused to take part in a kickback scheme which consisted for the consultant of overbilling his own services to the company and kicking back the excess amount to the SOE employees. In return, the company would submit inflated invoices to the SOE justified as “lost rig time” in order to cover these additional consultancy costs.
Bribe payments in connection with espionage activities of industrial operations

One case in the Trace Compendium database relates to the prosecution of a foreign mining company and four employees accused of paying bribes to executives from major local industries in exchange for confidential information on industrial activities and commercial trade secrets. Press reports suggest that political and commercial interests were at the centre of the case and that the arrest of the foreign company’s employees might be related to the decision by the foreign company to cancel an investment deal with one of the country’s state-owned enterprises. Before the case was investigated, the foreign company had been repeatedly attacked for forming cartels with other foreign companies to manipulate prices and harm the country’s mining industry.

Parties involved

Corruption associated with illegal resource extraction in the context of artisanal and small-scale artisanal mining (ASM) can involve a variety of stakeholders: i) ASM miners themselves who may not respect existing laws regulating their activities; ii) the customers and purchasers of the illegally extracted resources including large-scale mining (LSM) companies, state-owned enterprises, security forces, militia groups or local communities; iii) the authorities in charge of overseeing the sector.

The latter category may include public officials both at the central and local levels. Indeed, local government officials and police forces may accept to turn a blind eye to illegal extraction activities or deprive legitimate right holders in exchange for bribe payments or, conversely, may actively use extortion practices to get a share of the proceeds (Resosudarmo, 2005). At the national level, high-level officials and senior army officers may also be involved which partly explains why there might be little incentive and inclination to adopt and enforce regulations adapted to artisanal mining or assist in the formalisation of what is often an economically important sector. The literature reports a few large-scale bribery schemes in the informal mining sector involving high-level government officials engaged in illegal mining activities. In one country, the practice has even been institutionalised through the formation of syndicates between politicians, police officers and illegal gold partners engaged in an organised and complex network of hidden corruption (Transparency International, 2012). Another case regards the outbreak of a corruption scandal when it was discovered that a high-level government official was also a major informal gold dealer, owning a gold-exporting company operating in areas where gold mining was banned.

The literature points to the major role played by illegal extraction activities in supporting the activities of illegal armed groups in conflict zones. Illegal armed groups may profit from resource extraction and trading by controlling mine sites and demanding crippling taxes from artisanal miners and local mining communities. In some cases, they may confiscate a proportion of the production from artisanal miners and sell it on themselves (Global Witness, 2013).

For oil theft, the parties involved depend on the type of schemes: small-scale pilfering and local refining or illicit trading. In the first case, oil theft activities will mainly involve actors at the local level (public officials, security forces, local communities). The second type of oil theft activities, i.e. illicit oil trading usually require high-level involvement including senior officials from the government and the military, high-level politicians, or regulatory agencies in charge of measuring production and export volumes. Private parties to the scheme include well-connected “big men” operating through local and international networks or commodity traders as well as international oil corporations actively lifting excess crude oil at the export terminals or simply turning a blind eye to the laundering of illicit fuel (Global Initiative Against Transnational Organised Crime, 2015).

In certain countries, large-scale oil theft activities have led to the building up of a sophisticated and organised criminal industry involving structured domestic and international networks to facilitate oil theft
and trading activities. These networks may function as forms of protection “unions”, comprised mainly of corrupt officers from the navy and government, and operating along the illicit supply chain, illegally taxing all actors engaged (Katsouris and Sayne, 2013).

In the particular case of the UN Oil-for-Food Programme, parties to the oil theft activities included politicians and high-level officials, as well as lower-ranking officials in charge of authorising, controlling and verifying the volumes of oil being loaded. For example, in one reported case, the independent quantity-control expert that had been specifically appointed to prevent such thefts accepted to disregard the unauthorised oil loadings in exchange for receiving from government officials 2% of the proceeds of the operations (World Bank, 2007).

Corruption schemes related to ensuring security of operations and facilities commonly involve public officials or civil servants at the local level. For instance, the mayor of the town located in the vicinity of resource extraction operations, the leader of the local community or local security forces may receive bribes in exchange for serving private security interests, i.e. ensuring security of the company’s facilities without government official permission or prescription.

In the case of extortion by way of threats and pressure exerted on the company’s operations, the instigators of the corrupt conduct are typically lower-ranking public officials from national or local authorities. The other party to the corruption scheme will usually be the company’s employees though in one of the above-mentioned cases, the corrupt conduct only involved the SOE employees and the consultant without the company’s knowledge.

**Vehicles and mechanisms**

Vehicles and mechanisms used for oil theft may include underreporting and diversion of production volumes or more direct means, such as tapping into producing wells or pipelines and carrying off the oil. The stolen oil is often added to cargoes transporting licit oil volumes as in the case of the UN Oil-for-Food Programme.

**Corruption risk factors**

**Risk factors conducive to fraud and document falsification**

Both on the government’s and company’s side, risks associated with fraud and document falsification may result from lack of, weak or inadequate internal procedures for book- and record-keeping and monitoring.

With specific regard to companies, the lack of robust internal financial controls by the parent company extending to its subsidiaries, in particular to investigate suspicious fluctuations in consultancy fees, may offer room for corruption to thrive.

**Risk factors conducive to illegal resource extraction**

First, corruption associated with illegal resource extraction may arise where regulation of the artisanal and small-scale informal mining sector is either missing, incomplete, too complex or weakly enforced. The opacity of the sector may also be reinforced due to the outdated registration system of minerals, limited access to mining titles or the lack of a coherent framework for determining and monitoring the extent of the country’s subsoil wealth.

Moreover, in many cases mineral extraction does not require as much equipment and investment as required for oil and gas which facilitate its illegal extraction and export (OECD, 2012).
Finally, illegal resource extraction and corruption tend to thrive in contexts of conflict, political instability and criminal activities such as drug smuggling which contributes to further challenging the state capacity to detect and prevent corruption.

**Risk factors conducive to resource theft**

Risk factors conducive to resource theft include the lack of adequate control and metering capacity on oil production, storage and transportation on both the government’s and company’s sides as well as weaknesses and shortcomings in the inspection process of oil volumes produced.

**Risk factors conducive to extortion practices**

Abusive discretion of power, in particular at the local level (local political elite or security forces), and insufficient control of the central government over local authorities may constitute contributing factors to corrupt and extortion practices.

On the company’s side, risk factors favourable to extortion practice include the lack of internal procedures to tackle extortion demands in an effective manner and prohibit facilitation payments, the failure to conduct due diligence investigation into intermediaries’ and consultants’ backgrounds and to provide anti-corruption compliance training to intermediaries or consultants to avoid exposure and vulnerability to extortion practices.

### Recommended mitigation measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RISK FACTORS</th>
<th>RECOMMENDED MITIGATION MEASURES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Risk factors conducive to fraud and document falsification | **What host governments and companies can do**  
Design and implement clear internal procedures for book- and record-keeping and financial control.  

**What companies can do**  
Extend financial controls by the parent company to all subsidiaries. |

| Risk factors conducive to illegal resource extraction | **What host governments can do**  
Develop and enforce clear regulation of the artisanal and small-scale mining sector.  
Facilitate access to finance by informal miners to legally acquire land for mining.  
Develop standards and a certification system for artisanal mining.  
Provide a comprehensive and systematic mapping of mineral resources and of mining titles and make it available in a public registry.  
Provide incentives for miners to operate legally.  

**What home governments of companies involved in commodity trading can do**  
Support transparency efforts and regulation reforms regarding, for example, payments and beneficial ownership information disclosure.**  

**What companies can do**  
When sourcing minerals from conflict-affected and high-risk areas, perform due diligence in accordance with OECD Due Diligence Guidance for Responsible Supply Chains of Minerals from Conflict-Affected and High-Risk Areas (OECD, 2016).  
Adopt clear rules and procedures to govern the relationship with artisanal and small-scale miners. |

**Risk factors**

**What host governments can do**
conducive to resource theft

Refer to mitigation measures recommended in the sub-section on corruption in commodity trading under Section V (Corruption in Revenue Collection)

More specifically, put in place robust mechanisms for the metering, monitoring and reconciliation of production volumes at pipelines, transit stations and export terminals.

What home governments of companies involved in commodity trading can do

Require commodity trading companies to conduct risk-based supply-chain due diligence (Katsouris and Sayne, 2013).

Support transparency efforts and regulation reforms regarding, for example, payments and beneficial ownership information disclosure.

What companies can do

Collaborate with host governments to implement adequate control and metering systems on oil production, storage and transportation.

Risk factors conducive to extortion practices

What companies can do

Include extortion practices and facilitation payments in internal compliance procedures and provide adequate training to help employees and intermediaries deal with this kind of situation.

Corruption in relation with acquisition or selling of shares or concessions

Corruption schemes

The privatisation or the acquisition of shares in a state-owned company, the acquisition of shares in a private company by public or private investors and the acquisition or selling of concessions may be tainted with risks of bribery, conflict of interest, political capture, favouritism and clientelism. In the case where shares are sold through a bidding process, the process may be hampered by collusive conducts (Collier and Venables, 2011).

Corruption in connection with the acquisition or selling of concessions (“grabbing and flipping”)

In one case assets in a concession were initially transferred at knockdown prices to a series of offshore companies owned by a personal friend of a high-level politician and registered in jurisdictions where regulations allow beneficial owners to remain secret. The offshore companies in turn sold the same assets at market value to major multinational companies, striking immensely profitable deals. In another case, national authorities revoked a concession awarded to a private company where production was imminent and passed it on to a new joint venture encompassing a group of companies. Through a series of complex transactions, a person with close ties to high-level politicians acquired the rights in the concession. Government officials received kickbacks in return for their sale of assets to the joint venture. The concession was then sold to another multinational company.

Corruption in connection with the privatisation or the acquisition of shares in a state-owned company and the acquisition of shares in a private company

Corruption in connection with the privatisation or acquisition of shares of a state-owned enterprise

The Trace Compendium database reports two cases of corruption in connection with the direct acquisition of state-owned assets by private actors with no formal bidding procedure. One case has to do with allegations of bribe payments in the context of the privatisation of a state-owned enterprise; the other case is related to the acquisition of shares in a state-owned company. The purpose of the bribery may be to secure shares, win control over the state-owned company or purchase shares at below-market value.
When the process involves a bidding contest, various corruption risks may arise in the different phases of the process of privatisation. First, trading in influence, favouritism, political capture and conflict of interest may interfere in the decision to privatise and lead to the setting of bidding terms favouring one competitor over the others. The corrupt agents may be offered an interest in the enterprise. Then, corrupt conducts may plague the pre-privatisation phase during which internal reforms are undertaken in order to provide the appropriate governance, management and administration structures to operate as a private company. Conflict of interest or political interference may contribute to influencing the reforms and changes. In this phase, assessors, consultants and asset evaluators may be hired in order to evaluate the state-owned company’s assets and derive the fair value at which the company’s share or the company itself should be sold. These consultants may not be selected on the basis of their competencies but rather on their political affiliations and ties. They may influence decisions in favour of one particular bidder or share confidential information about the company with external actors and potential bidders. During the awarding phase itself, the bidding process may be undermined by risks of corruption as described in previous sections (i.e. collusive bidding, favouritism, patronage, clientelism, etc.). The Trace Compendium database reports a case of bribery conspiracy between a businessman and public officials to win an auction to seize control of a state-owned enterprise. Bribes were offered in stock shares, cash and other gifts and several front companies owned by the businessman’s family and friends created to purchase vouchers and options in order to bid on shares of the country’s state-owned extractive company.

Regarding privatisation more specifically, the literature reports in particular allegations of political capture and collusion between the government and business elite in a number of producing countries, during the waves of privatisation in the 1990s (Chêne, 2012).

Corruption in connection with the acquisition or selling of shares of a private entity

Instances of corruption may also arise during the acquisition of shares in a private entity by a private company. Collusive behaviour between the companies involved in the transaction may lead to an over or underestimated value of the shares which may conceal improper advantages. In the case of sales of shares at inflated prices where the ultimate beneficial owner of the acquired shares is a public official, the difference between the real value of the shares and the price paid may integrate a bribe. In case of underestimated value, if the beneficial owner of the acquiring party is a public official, the difference between the price paid and the real value (discount) may constitute a bribe.

The press further reports suspicions of corrupt practices in the context of a lawsuit filed by a private company against one of its partners in the exploitation of a mine. The company had sued its partner following its announcement to sell its stake in the mine to a third party, on the grounds that the partnership agreement gave the remaining partners first right of refusal on any sale. The selling party was suspected of threatening and blackmailing its former partners to abandon judicial charges and both parties of using corrupt practices to interfere in the national court decision.

When strategic resources are at stake, the state may be entitled by law to become shareholder in ongoing business ventures in order to bear part of the risks and get its share of the profit. Risks of corruption may arise when the decision-making process allows for a high level of discretion of public officials. The latter may collude with or impose their authority to incumbent private entities for personal interests.

Parties involved

This type of corruption scheme usually involves politicians at the highest level and officials from the state-owned enterprise. It may also involve judicial officers receiving bribes in exchange for favourable treatment in dispute resolution.
On the private side, corrupt agents may be top executives of the interested companies, investors, consultants, advisors and intermediaries. In the case of acquisition of shares in a private company, the acquirer may be a public (e.g. state-owned) or private entity. The private entity may be a local private company owned or affiliated to public officials or politicians.

**Vehicles and mechanisms**

In the case of the privatisation or acquisition of shares in a state-owned company, the bribery scheme may involve setting up a series of front companies to purchase vouchers and options in order to bid on the shares of the state-owned company. Those companies are typically owned by relatives and friends of the public officials or private investors behind the conspiracy. Government officials may be offered vouchers and options as well as a share of the profits realised from the operation by the acquiring companies.

In case of the sale and acquisition of private companies, the corrupt transaction may involve the use of companies whose beneficial owners are concealed or shielded through figureheads or foundations. 27

**Corruption risk factors**

**Lack of transparency of the process of privatisation or selling of shares**

The opacity of the process of privatisation or selling of shares may result from the lack of the following elements: an open and transparent bidding process; transparent and appropriate evaluation methods to assess state-owned enterprise’s assets and determine the base price for the sale of the shares or the privatisation of the state-owned company; transparent rules and process for the hiring of external consultants, assessors and asset evaluators; harmonisation and enforcement of disclosure standards regarding contractual arrangements (McMillan, 2005); full disclosure of the form of payment, governance and ownership arrangements in the case of state equity participation in private companies (composition of board, audit practices, etc.) (IMF, 2007); clear regulations allowing to identify the ultimate beneficial owners of the operations of privatisation or share acquisition.

**Inadequate corporate internal rules and procedures governing merging and acquisitions transactions**

On the company’s side, risk factors conducive to corruption in the context of the acquisition of shares in a public or private company may include the lack of clear rules and constraints on payment operations (e.g. cross-border transfers, particularly when tax heavens are involved) (IMF, 2007); insufficient oversight of the parent company over the subsidiary’s merging and acquisitions transactions as well as inadequate segregation of roles and duties within the sale process (proposal, evaluation, negotiation, final authorisation).

**Recommended mitigation measures**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RISK FACTORS</th>
<th>RECOMMENDED MITIGATION MEASURES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Lack of transparency of the process of privatisation or selling of shares | **What host governments can do**
| | Provide for appropriate and robust regulatory frameworks to be put in place before privatisation begins.|
| | Draw up a plan of action to encourage accountability and transparency in privatisation programmes.|
| | Allocate shares and interests only through public, transparent and clear tender rules. |
| | Require government officials to disclose assets, including any ownership interests in extractive companies and require public disclosure of beneficial ownership information from corporate |
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entities.

Identify and apply in a transparent manner international standards and best practices to determine the base price for the shares of the state-owned company to be fully or partly privatised.31

Define a set of transparent rules and a clear and objective process to hire external consultants, assessors and asset evaluators.32

Mandate the disclosure of all significant aspects of share acquisition/disposal, ownership and governance in the case of state equity participation in private companies.33

Support regulation reforms regarding for example the disclosure of beneficial ownership.

**What companies can do**

Strengthen financial controls in particular on merging and acquisitions transactions involving cross-border transfers.

Ensure proper segregation of roles and duties within the sale process.

Ensure close co-ordination and oversight of the activities of the subsidiaries by the parent company, including main merging and acquisition transactions. This may involve requiring the approval by the parent company for most important merging and acquisitions transactions.
NOTES

1. Comments received from participants in the working group on corruption risks during the consultations between January and May 2015.

2. See note 1.

3. See note 1.

4. See note 1.

5. World Bank (2007), The Many Faces of Corruption - Tracking Vulnerabilities at the Sector Level, edited by J. E. Campos and S. Pradhan, The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development / The World Bank, Washington DC, pp 314-315: “The most vulnerable evaluation systems are those that convert evaluation criteria, and sometimes, inexplicably, even price itself, into notional points, which are then awarded to each bid by one or more evaluators based on his or her own subjective assessment of the worth of the bid against each criterion. Under such evaluation systems, there is often no right or wrong answer in the decision-making process, as the winning bid is simply the one that receives the most points; in such a situation, the decision is wide open to corrupt influence, and it becomes all but impossible to hold the evaluators accountable for the correctness of their decision.”


7. See note 1.

8. See note 1.

9. Comments received from participants in the working group on corruption risks during the consultations between September and November 2015.

10. See note 1.

11. See note 9.


13. See the Business Anti-Corruption Portal country profiles available at www.business-anti-corruption.com/country-profiles: “[...], environmental controls are not effective. It is generally known that company owners violate rules on noise, emission and waste management, and bribes are employed in order to obtain business licenses without complying with all the requirements.”


15. See note 14.

16. Comments received from participants during the consultation of the Fourth Meeting of the Policy Dialogue on Natural Resource-based Development on 29 June 2015 at the OECD in Paris.

17. See note 1.

18. See note 1.
19. See note 1.
21. Revised Arusha Declaration (2003), Declaration of the Customs Co-operation Council Concerning Good Governance and Integrity in Customs, done at Arusha, Tanzania, on the 7th day of July 1993 (81st/82nd Council Sessions) and revised in June 2003 (101st/102nd Council Sessions).
22. See note 1.
23. See note 1.
24. See Chapter 1 for more information.
25. See note 1.
26. See note 16.
27. See note 16.
28. See note 1.
29. See note 9.
30. See note 9.
31. See note 9.
32. See note 9.
33. See note 9.
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**For further reading**
CHAPTER 5. CORRUPTION RISKS IN REVENUE COLLECTION

Abstract: This chapter identifies corruption risk through the collection of taxes, royalties and fees or the trading of commodities, potentially resulting in a loss of public revenues. It further elaborates on recommended mitigation measures addressed to home and host, governments, donors, and extractive companies to minimise risks at both the public and private level.

Corruption in the collection of taxes, royalties and fees

Corruption schemes

Extortion, embezzlement and misappropriation of collected revenues

The collection of taxes, royalties and fees may be undermined by extortion practices and revenue misappropriation and diversion of funds by public officials for private gain. The diverted revenues are usually transferred to bank accounts located in offshore jurisdictions with low tax liabilities and lax legislation with regard to information disclosure on beneficial ownership.

Bribery to receive favourable tax treatment

Corruption in revenue collection can take the form of collusion and bribery between the tax payers and tax officers in order to receive favourable tax treatment such as tax or royalty reduction, or favourable treatment in pending litigations related to tax matters. In six cases reported in the Trace Compendium database, bribery payments were made to local tax officials in exchange for reducing the company’s tax assessment and minimising its tax obligations. For example, in one specific case, the bribery scheme was intended to reduce the amount of expatriate employment taxes payable by the company. Payroll expenses were regularly underreported and improper payments mischaracterised in the company’s books and
These types of schemes may involve the use of local agents by the company in charge of dealing with tax authorities.

**Parties involved**

Parties commonly involved in corruption related to revenue collection typically are the tax payer, i.e. the extractive company (i.e. international oil companies or state-owned enterprises) and tax officials at the local and/or central levels depending on the country’s institutional arrangements for levying taxes and collecting royalties and fees.

In certain cases, politicians or officials at higher level may be involved (e.g. extortion, embezzlement, special exemptions, etc.). For example, the literature points to the case of a state-owned enterprise engaged in large-scale corruption and tax evasion practices that were made possible with the complicity of top political circles (World Bank, 2007). Some corruption schemes involve collusion between the tax payer and the tax authorities such as bribery in exchange for favourable treatment in tax dispute resolutions, tax exemptions, VAT fraud, etc. In embezzlement, fraud and falsification of tax receipts, tax officers or high-level officials can be the only party involved. In addition to public officials, the auditors within the tax administration as well as the banks where the diverted revenues are transferred might play a role in the scheme.

**Vehicles and mechanisms**

**Use of offshore bank accounts and companies**

Parties to the corrupt scheme may use offshore companies with obscure beneficial ownership or alternatively offshore bank accounts to channel and launder illegal payments, or to conceal the proceeds of corruption or the diverted funds misappropriated during the tax collection process.

**Fraud and distortions in accounting and reporting**

Misreporting practices mainly consists of distortions in accounting and reporting of various items used to calculate the company’s tax obligations. These include for example the underreporting of the production volume or diversion of production volume to reduce royalties or the under-reporting of turnover or over-reporting of cost (e.g. capital allowances and operating expenditures (Curtis, 2012) or treatment of customs duties and levies as “development costs”) to reduce taxable income and as a result tax liabilities. Unaccounted sales of crude or fuel to trading companies registered in foreign jurisdictions (often immediately resold in the international market) may also result in the loss of financial windfalls for producing countries as the profits of these transactions are (lightly) taxed in the jurisdiction where those trading companies are registered.

Tax understatement may also concern other tax liabilities including the value added tax, payroll tax, foreign withholding tax and various tax incentives or penalties. An example of taxes for this last category is the expatriate employment tax that is sometimes applied by resource-producing countries above a certain threshold to encourage local employment.

Additional fraudulent methods exist such as producing false invoicing to indicate that the money was used for legitimate purposes. The Trace Compendium reports a case in which false invoices from local vendors were created to offset VAT obligations.
Trade mispricing

Corruption through trade mispricing is the falsification of the price, quality and quantity values of traded goods for a variety of purposes including tax evasion and corruption. It mainly consists of the under-invoicing for output export and the over-invoicing for input imports, which leads to a systematic and artificial reduction in the profits and revenues or increase in the charges of the company’s subsidiary operating in the host country. In these types of transactions, affiliated entities registered in tax havens play the role of intermediaries and receive most of the profits in order to minimise the fiscal bill. This mispricing can facilitate tax base erosion, tax evasion, and money laundering and can be used to conceal the international transfer of illicit financial flows.

Corruption risk factors

Inadequate legislative and regulatory framework for revenue collection

The lack of a clearly defined legal and regulatory framework for revenue collection may constitute a major driver of corruption. Indeed, legislative gaps and shortcomings may include:

- Unnecessarily convoluted and complex accounting rules, tax and trade regimes including multiple discretionary exemptions, confusing and non-transparent procedures for tax compliance (World Bank, 2007; Kar and Spanjers, 2014);
- Systemic under-taxation and tax concessions bypassing existing tax rules (Africa Progress Panel, 2013); loopholes in tax regimes or ill-designed and counterproductive tax incentives resulting in disincentives for companies to provide correct cost estimates;
- Weak internal and external controls of revenue administrations (for example, allowing corrupt officers access to taxpayer files without authority or tracking; no review of tax assessments by parties unconnected to the initial assessment; weak access controls over physical records and computer networks);
- Excessive political or administrative discretion over fiscal settings without external review;
- Excessive discretionary power and lack of independence of tax inspectors and auditors;
- Inadequate reward and penalty structures sanctioning corrupt practices by tax or custom officers (Africa Progress Panel, 2013);
- Ineffective mechanisms for officials to report corrupt behaviour (either within or outside the agency);
- Insufficient centralisation and state control over local authorities in charge of revenue collection (OECD, 2012).

Weak technical, financial and human capacity in revenue administrations

Weak technical, financial and human capacity may prevent local and central revenue administrations from assessing company tax and royalty liabilities, effectively enforcing fiscal rules and securing tax compliance, effectively monitoring quantities produced, sold or exported and detecting potential acts of fraud or corruption, and in particular mispricing practices (AUC/ECA, 2015; African Progress Panel,
The lack of co-ordination between central and local revenue administrations may further introduce vulnerabilities to corruption and fraud (PH-EITI, 2015).

**Lack of revenue-collection-related data transparency and access**

The lack of updated, comprehensive, disaggregated, comparable and harmonised revenue-collection-related data may challenge tax administrations’ capacity to perform their tasks including conducting accurate and informed transfer pricing risk assessment, ensuring enforcement of tax rules, monitoring compliance, and detecting possible discrepancies, corruption and frauds. In particular, data and information deemed relevant for tax purposes include data on transactional transfer pricing, geological potential, production, taxpayers (permit registry, cadastral system, taxpayer database, etc.), tax rules, liabilities and effective revenue payments.

Moreover, the lack of data transparency and public scrutiny over the revenue collection process may further increase exposure to corruption risks.

**Inadequate tax-related corporate strategy and procedures**

On the company’s side, risk factors include aggressive tax planning facilitated by the extensive use of offshore companies and high levels of intra-company trade (Africa Progress Panel, 2013), inadequate procedures for the identification and appointment of tax consultants, weaknesses in internal financial reporting systems, lack of transparent and proper accounting of the payments made by the company to the host government in the company’s books and records.

**Recommended mitigation measures**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RISK FACTORS</th>
<th>RECOMMENDED MITIGATION MEASURES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inadequate legislative and regulatory framework for revenue collection</td>
<td><strong>What host governments can do</strong> Promote transparency and standardisation in tax codes and rules in order to facilitate enforcement and avoid discretionary behaviour, including for example, requiring a public Ministerial declaration where changes are made to standard fiscal settings outlining the concessions provided, their cost and justification. In particular, promote standardisation of tax incentives, tax holidays and concessions in legislation rather than provisions in specific contracts and licences to reduce discretion, enable independent scrutiny by the legislature or other stakeholders and ensure that a typology of available tax concessions is publicly recorded. Favour clarity, simplicity and centralisation of the revenue collection process with agencies with appropriate revenue collection expertise and mandate to raise revenue. Revenues from extractive resources should be recorded as part of the normal budgetary system to facilitate oversight and accountability. Provide credible avenues for whistleblowing against corrupt practices for tax officials, either within or outside the tax administration. Put in place mechanisms for tax auditors and tax examiners to detect possible acts of bribery, corruption and money laundering and report to the appropriate law enforcement authority or public prosecutor. Such mechanisms may include selecting cases for tax audits based on appropriate technical risk-based criteria rather than at individual discretion, putting in place examination plans and compliance checks such as an examination of internal audit reports, a review of the taxpayer’s copies of reports filed with other governmental regulatory agencies, consideration of the use of foreign entities and operations, the terms of contractual or pricing arrangements, details of fund transfers, and use of tax havens. Training may be available through the OECD’s International Academy for Tax Crime Investigation, which is a key component of the...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Oslo Dialogue.\textsuperscript{5}

Ensure confidentiality and protection of tax auditors, examiners and investigators, reporting suspicions of possible bribery or corruption (OECD, 2013a).

Adopt the FATF Guidance for Politically Exposed Persons (Recommendations 12 and 22) (FATF, 2013), put in place internal ethical codes and asset declarations and implement robust internal controls and independent external audit.

Adopt the OECD Council’s 2010 recommendation to facilitate co-operation between tax and other law enforcement authorities to combat serious crimes, including that countries “establish, in accordance with their legal systems, an effective legal and administrative framework and provide guidance to facilitate reporting by tax authorities of suspicions of serious crimes, including money laundering and terrorism financing, arising out of the performance of their duties, to the appropriate domestic law enforcement authorities” (OECD, 2010).

What host governments can do

Strengthen the human and technical capacity of revenue administrations to assess production volumes, costs, quality of production, and apply commonly accepted transfer pricing principles that are based on the arm’s length principle. \textsuperscript{6}

To the extent possible, foster automation of services in order to remove intermediaries and reduce direct interactions between companies’ representatives and tax officials (Davis and Fumega, 2014).

Use physical audits of production volumes and benchmark-based valuations by trusted parties to mitigate risks of under-declaration and discretion.

Put in place an internal control system of revenue administrations based on robust risk management and adequate human, financial and technical resources.

Provide capacity building for criminal tax investigators to detect and investigate tax and other financial crimes such as bribery and corruption, tax evasion and money laundering, and recover the proceeds of those crimes, by developing the skills of criminal investigators. Training is available through the OECD’s International Academy for Tax Crime Investigation.

Develop the expertise of tax authorities to detect mispricing and misinvoicing through the sharing of effective audit procedures or of methods for verifying mineral products pricing in transactions between related parties when no comparable data for benchmarking exists (OECD, forthcoming 2016).

What donors can do

Support the development of well-trained human resources in partner countries’ revenue administrations for example by developing university modules on revenue/financial administration studies specifically applied to the extractive sector.

What host governments can do

Publicly disclose information about tax rules, government revenue streams, contracts, licences, production in order to assist tax authorities with enforcement and enable more efficient public scrutiny.

In particular, require the public disclosure and reconciliation of disaggregated information on payments made by extractive companies to the government and on revenues collected by the government from extractive companies, taking advantage of existing national or international mechanisms, such as the EITI. \textsuperscript{7}

Promote the adoption of a standardised payment reporting process for all companies operating in the country.

Synchronise data on payments received and revenues collected at the national vs. sub-national levels to ensure that the figures reported by central government and local
Participate in international tax information exchange by adopting the legal frameworks required and then building administrative systems and capability to enable information exchange. Require companies to provide transactional transfer pricing documentation in the tax jurisdiction in which they do business, identifying relevant related party transactions, the amounts involved in those transactions, and a clear explanation of the company’s methodology for the transfer pricing determinations they have made with regard to those transactions.

Require companies to engage in co-operative discussions and provide access to all relevant information to tax administrations, consistently with national applicable laws, to enable an accurate and informed transfer pricing risk assessment (such as transfer pricing forms, transfer pricing mandatory questionnaires focusing on particular areas of risk, general transfer pricing documentation requirements identifying the supporting evidence necessary to demonstrate the taxpayer’s compliance with the arm’s length principle).

Empower tax administrations to have ready access to relevant information at an early stage to conduct a transfer pricing risk assessment to make an informed decision about whether to perform an audit. In addition, it is important that tax administrations be able to access or demand, on a timely basis, all additional information necessary to conduct a comprehensive audit once the decision to conduct such an audit is made.

Require companies to provide access to relevant information on the operations, functions and financial results of associated enterprises with which the company has entered into controlled transactions (including related party interest payments, royalty payments and especially related party service fees), information regarding potential comparables, including internal comparables, and documents regarding the operations and financial results of potentially comparable uncontrolled transactions and unrelated parties.

**What home governments can do**

Require companies to articulate consistent transfer pricing positions in accordance with the arm’s length principle and provide tax administrations with useful information to assess transfer pricing risks.

In particular, participate in international information exchange on tax matters. This includes requiring companies to provide tax administrations with high-level information regarding the company’s global business operations and transfer pricing policies in a “master file”, made available to all relevant country tax administrations.

**What companies can do**

Identify each entity within the group doing business in a particular tax jurisdiction and provide home and concerned host countries’ tax administrations with an indication in reasonable detail of the business activities each entity engages in.

Report annually to each tax jurisdiction in which they do business: the amount of revenue, profit before income tax and income tax paid and accrued; their total employment, capital, retained earnings and tangible assets in each tax jurisdiction, in accordance with existing international standards such as EITI.

Provide, consistent with national laws, transactional transfer pricing documentation to the tax jurisdiction in which they do business, identifying relevant related party transactions, the amounts involved in those transactions, and the company’s analysis of the transfer pricing determinations they have made with regard to those transactions.

Engage in co-operative discussions and provide access to all relevant information to tax administrations in accordance with applicable national laws, to enable an accurate and informed transfer pricing risk assessment (such as transfer pricing forms, transfer pricing mandatory questionnaires focusing on particular areas of risk, general transfer
pricing documentation requirements identifying the supporting evidence necessary to demonstrate the taxpayer’s compliance with the arm’s length principle).

Where national laws require that a transfer pricing audit is carried out, provide tax administrations with access to all relevant documents and information in accordance with applicable laws.

**What donors can do**
Support better co-ordination for automatic data exchange among all relevant government agencies for revenue collection at both the local and central levels (for example, those involved in production, customs clearance, tax collection, etc.)

Support the harmonisation of fiscal frameworks at the regional level in order to mitigate the potential for resource smuggling.

Support efforts in their respective home countries to participate in international information exchange on tax matters.

**Inadequate tax-related corporate strategy and procedures**

**What companies can do**
Define adequate procedures for the identification and appointment of tax consultants, that should include performing thorough due diligence on the candidate with particular focus on technical skills, ethical profile and conflict of interests.10

Perform periodical analysis of the internal financial reporting system in order to identify and overcome any potential reporting gaps.11

Define a clear set of principles and rules to be followed when performing payments to the host government, including proper accounting rules for and adequate maintenance of books and records.

---

**Corruption in commodity trading**

In principle, producer countries, in particular oil producers, can derive a large portion of their revenue from selling the share of oil production they receive from joint venture partners or the share of production of their state-owned enterprises. Revenue streams can be significantly sized down due to corrupt conducts such as bribery or extortion and kickback schemes to secure deals, commodity export trading and laundering, diversion of resources and embezzlement or commodity trade mispricing.

**Corruption schemes**

**Bribery or extortion and kickback schemes to secure deals**

The UN Oil-for-Food Programme provides a particularly striking illustration of this kind of corruption scheme. The United Nations allocated certain volumes of crude oil for sale on international markets and determined a “fair market price” at which the Iraqi crude oil could be sold. This price happened to be below international market prices, creating an immediate premium for access to Iraqi crude and incentives for corruption. Indeed, Iraqi government officials started extorting kickbacks and illicit payments from oil purchasers (trading companies, processing companies, etc.). The programme mandated that the proceeds of oil sales be deposited in a UN bank account in order to purchase humanitarian goods and services. The illicit ‘surcharges’ never reached the UN bank account but were instead transferred to Iraqi-controlled banks in Jordan and Lebanon or selected Iraqi embassies (World Bank, 2007).

**Misappropriation of funds and embezzlement**

Another common corruption scheme in commodity trading consists of diverting licit resources and/or misappropriating revenues generated from commodity sales. For example, the press reports a case of massive unremitted oil revenues to the national budget allegedly misappropriated in the context of the sale
of the state’s share of oil by the national oil company, claiming subsidy deduction. Other suspicious transactions suggest the diversion of rents by intermediary trading companies, turning a blind eye to the misappropriation of rents through legitimate means (cashing dividends on behalf of politically exposed persons) or contributing to the creation of complex and opaque structures of corporate vehicles rendering the identification of beneficial owners more difficult.

**Bribery related to commodity trade mispricing**

Mispricing in commodity trading usually consists of under-reporting volume or under-invoicing the value of the resource sold, allowing its purchaser to resell it at an inflated margin. A share of the windfall usually serves to pay bribes. One case in the Trace Compendium database features a typical situation where bribery payments were made by the foreign trading company to secure below-market discounts on the purchase of raw materials from the state-owned enterprise. The UN High Level Panel on Illicit Financial Flows from Africa reports at least five African countries having been affected by such practices on a large scale either in the oil, mineral or timber sector (AUC/ECA, 2015).

For the company, in addition to securing good deals, trade mispricing practices allow reducing the amount of customs duties due to the exporting country as described above with regard to corruption in connection with tax evasion.

**Parties involved**

On the seller’s side, the parties involved in corrupt transactions in commodity trading are typically politicians or high-level officials from ministries or state-owned companies.

In oil producing countries in particular, the national oil companies are usually at the centre of oil transactions, either selling their share of production resulting from their own activities as an oil company or selling the state’s share on behalf of the government. As a result, national oil companies may also be central to corrupt schemes in oil trading (Gilles, 2012). It is quite common in the business of oil trading to see national oil companies create separate subsidiaries for their trading activities. The complex and often opaque ownership structure of these entities and the lack of information on shareholding and beneficial ownership may facilitate corrupt practices (Global Witness, 2013).

On the purchaser’s side, parties involved can be end user companies such as companies processing resources into usable products or commodity traders, i.e. major trading companies, investment banks active in commodity trading, small trading companies with little logistical and financial capacity often acting as first purchaser from the government and immediate onward seller to larger trading companies. The latter tends to render the transaction more opaque and money flows more difficult to track (Guéniat, 2015).

It is also common that corruption schemes in commodity trading, in particular commodity trade mispricing and stolen resource trading, involve intermediaries or “big men”, defined by the World Bank (World Bank, 2007) as powerful individual influence peddlers operating through local and international trading networks (active in particular in the trade of oil [World Bank, 2007] and diamond [OECD, 2012]), involving players from both consuming and producing countries.

**Vehicles and mechanisms**

**Use of offshore companies**

As described above, offshore companies may serve as a vehicle for corrupt practices in commodity trading. By enabling concealment of beneficial owners, offshore companies may take part for example in the ownership structure of the trading subsidiary of a state-owned company.
Offshore companies may also be used by private trading companies to hide their involvement in opaque or corrupt trading activities such as over-invoicing imports to get the cash off-shore as in the case of the Oil-for-Food Programme (Berne Declaration, 2011).

**Back-to-back sales, immediate re-sales, crude-for-refined-products swap contracts**

In principle, sales proceeds of domestic crude, net of processing costs, represent an important source of remittance to the national budget. However, in practice these revenue streams can be considerably downsized when sold to small trading companies with no logistical or financial capacity acting as mere intermediaries or brokers that purchase crude oil or oil products from a state-owned oil producer or refinery on favourable terms and resell them with a significant profit margin to third parties on the international market. The opacity of such transactions, the absence of tangible and obvious value added for the selling party, the observed discrepancies between benchmark estimates and actual revenues generated for the government suggest that these types of transactions may serve as mechanisms to create and conceal pockets of funds that may be used for corruption purposes (i.e. bribery, misappropriation of oil rents, etc.).

**Crude-for-refined-products swap contracts**

Crude oil trading may take the form of non-monetary transactions known as crude oil swaps and consisting for producing countries of swapping oil with commodity traders in exchange for refined fuel imports such as gasoline and gas oil of the equivalent value. In other cases, the deal may provide for the exchange of commodities in return for the provision of a range of infrastructure (e.g. roads, hydroelectric power stations, health centre, etc.). Though not illegal per se, this type of swap deal may offer opportunities for corruption and misappropriation of oil rents as suggested by large discrepancies observed between benchmark estimates and actual figures for government revenues in certain oil producing countries. The absence of money transfer and the secrecy surrounding contractual clauses make potential corrupt behaviours difficult to detect.

**Stolen commodity export trading and laundering**

Illegally extracted or stolen resources are usually laundered in the trading process by being loaded onto freighters transporting other resources or by being sold to trading or producing companies turning a blind eye to the potentially illicit origins of the traded resources.

**Corruption risk factors**

**Opacity of commodity trading transactions**

The lack of transparency and oversight in trading practices and processes of government’s share of production provide opportunities for corruption. The lack of open and competitive public tender for the sale of commodities and the use of inappropriate commodity pricing benchmarks may lead to suboptimal allocation and overly favourable contractual terms awarded to the purchaser at the expense of the seller. This may occur in particular when the trading company offers little value added acting as a mere intermediary between the public entity or its marketing agent and a second-tier purchaser. For example, the literature reports the case of suspicious transactions where a small trading company with no credentials in the trading business was offered very generous contractual terms for the trading of refined products despite the fact that it would provide no logistical or other reasonable service. The contractual clauses included unusual long-term repayment periods, payments in open credit with no financial guarantee requirement that lead to unbalanced terms where the seller assumes substantial default risks.
Opacity over ownership and governance structures of key actors involved in commodity trading

Complex and opaque ownership and governance structures of key players in the commodity trading sector may constitute a factor conducive to corruption. This may be observed for example in the case of national oil companies that create subsidiaries for oil trading activities in purchasers’ and consumers’ countries or in the case of commodity trading firms using multiple entities with holdings and subsidiaries registered in different jurisdictions, front companies or front men to conceal beneficial owners (Global Witness, 2013).

Lack of transparency on commodity-trading-related data

Corruption may thrive where there is no full disclosure by host governments of disaggregated data on: oil volumes received by national oil companies; oil sales by national oil companies (i.e. buyer, volume, crude grade, price and date for every cargo); revenue streams and financial transfers from and to the national oil companies and to and from the government (Gilles, 2012).

With regard to home countries of trading companies, risk factors may include: the lack of disclosure requirements of payments made by commodity traders and their business partners where these companies are registered or listed (i.e. annual reporting on the price, volume, grade and date for each transaction) (Gilles, 2012); the lack of harmonisation across national jurisdictions with regard to disclosure requirements (including information on commodity trading related payments and beneficial ownership) (Global Witness, 2013); and insufficient international co-ordination to allow cross-checking and matching of information on export and import reporting (Berne Declaration, 2011).

Lack of or insufficient corporate due diligence

The lack of due diligence and compliance procedures by finance banks, trading companies and their business partners involved in commodity trading contributes to rendering more difficult the effective prevention and detection of corruption risks (Guéniat, 2015).

Recommended mitigation measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RISK FACTORS</th>
<th>RECOMMENDED MITIGATION MEASURES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Opacity of commodity trading transactions</strong></td>
<td><strong>What host governments can do</strong> Create a transparent and competitive tendering process for the selection of commodity trading companies, based on performance against a selection of anti-corruption compliance criteria with regard to ethical standards, conflicts of interest, involvement of PEPs, beneficial ownerships, etc. Provide a transparent price system for commodity trading companies engaged in commodity import/export using internationally recognised benchmark pricing supplemented by in-house technical expertise and ensuring independent authorities to monitor such activity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Opacity over ownership and governance structures of key actors involved in commodity trading</strong></td>
<td><strong>What host governments can do</strong> Clearly define and disclose the institutional arrangements and practices governing the state’s role in the extractive industries, ranging from the legal framework and fiscal regime to the financial relationship between the government and the state-owned enterprises (e.g. on transfers of funds, retained earnings, reinvestment and third-party financing) (EITI, 2015b). <strong>What home governments of companies involved in commodity trading can do</strong> Establish suitable oversight mechanisms on material transactions in commodity trading (Déclaration de Berne, 2014).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Require private and public producing companies to publicly report on their corporate structure, including the location of any of their subsidiaries in other countries that may serve as the trading arm of the company.\textsuperscript{14}

**What home governments of companies involved in commodity trading can do**

Require companies active in commodity trading to publicly disclose beneficial ownership information of businesses involved in transactions, including the direct or indirect involvement of any politically exposed persons.

**What host governments can do**

Where the state share of production or other revenues collected is material, require state-owned enterprises or other government entity to publicly report on volumes produced/received, volumes sold and revenues received disaggregated by individual company, government entity, revenue stream and project.

Require state-owned enterprises or other government entity to further disaggregate the data shipment by shipment, by type and grade of product, price, market and sale volume, date of sale (EITI, 2015a; EITI, 2015b; NRGI, PWYP, BD, Swissaid, 2015).

Publish the name of commodity buyers and require them to disclose payments related to the commodity transaction made to governments or state-owned enterprises (at the same level of disaggregation) to allow for reconciliation of state and company data (EITI, 2016; EITI, 2015a; EITI, 2015b).

Reconcile data received from buyers and disclosures from the government and state-owned enterprises (EITI, 2015a).

Ensure independent audit and oversight over financial flows between the state-owned company and the state general budget.

Increase engagement with downstream actors, i.e. transit countries, where refineries are located, as well as final destination countries.

**What home governments of companies involved in commodity trading can do**

Require companies active in commodity trading to disclose all payments to governments (NRGI, PWYP, BD, Swissaid, 2015; Africa Progress Panel, 2013; ECDPM, 2014).

**What companies involved in commodity trading can do**

Disclose payments to governments, also where not required by an EITI implementing country (RCS Global, 2015).

**What host governments can do**

Strengthen control, monitoring and oversight over state-owned companies' activities related to commodity trading.

**What home governments of companies involved in commodity trading can do**

Require companies active in commodity trading to carry out rigorous due diligence on their business partners, to prevent illicit transactions with politically exposed persons or other intermediaries (UK Financial Conduct Authority, 2014).

Require companies active in commodity trading to carry out rigorous due diligence on their supply chain to verify the origin of the commodities, the conditions under which they are acquired, in particular when sourcing from high-risk areas (OECD, 2013b).

**What companies involved in commodity trading (private and public) can do**

Adopt, commit to and clearly communicate to suppliers a supply chain policy for identifying and managing risks, including corruption risks. Companies should ensure that an anti-corruption policy extends along the supply chain of commodities, incorporating the standards against which due diligence is to be conducted (OECD, 2013b).

Structure internal management systems to support supply chain due diligence (OECD, 2013b).
Establish a system of controls and transparency over the supply chain. This includes a chain of custody or a traceability system or the identification of upstream actors in the supply chain (OECD, 2013b).

Strengthen company engagement with suppliers and incorporate due diligence standards and requirements into contracts and/or agreements with suppliers and other business partners (OECD, 2013b).

Identify and assess corruption risks in the supply chain.

Devise a strategy to respond to identified risks, by either: i) continuing trade throughout the course of measurable risk mitigation efforts; ii) temporarily, if appropriate with reference to the kind of risk, suspending trade while pursuing ongoing measurable risk mitigation; or iii) disengaging with a supplier after failed attempts to eliminate a risk or where the company deems risk mitigation not feasible or not acceptable (OECD, 2013b).

Carry out independent third-party audit of supply chain due diligence (OECD, 2013b).

Publicly report on supply chain due diligence policies and practices, for example by expanding the scope of sustainability, corporate social responsibility or annual reports to cover additional information on commodity trading supply chain due diligence (OECD, 2013b).
1. Comments received from participants in the working group on corruption risks during the consultations between January and May 2015.


3. See note 2.

4. See note 2.


6. The OECD is currently developing toolkits to assist developing countries to apply these commonly accepted transfer pricing approaches. Further information is available at: www.oecd.org/tax/tax-global/work-on-transfer-pricing-and-beps-in-developing-countries.htm.

7. Comments received from participants in the working group on corruption risks during the consultations between September and November 2015.


10. See note 7.

11. See note 7.

12. Trade mispricing practices have already been detailed in the previous sub-section on corruption in revenue collection. The present section provides specific examples in commodity trading. Refer to the section above for general information on the vehicles and mechanisms used in trade mispricing (fraud, underreporting, etc.).

13. See note 7.


ECDPM (2014), “Commodities and the Extractive Sector - Can transparency foster prosperity, progress and development in the EU and Switzerland?”, Briefing Note No. 68, September.


CHAPTER 6. CORRUPTION RISKS IN REVENUE MANAGEMENT

Abstract: This chapter looks into corruption risks associated with different types of revenue management and distribution. In particular it covers risks related to the management of revenues through natural resource revenue funds and to government transfer schemes for the redistribution of revenues. It further offers practical guidance on recommended mitigation measures addressed to host governments, both at central and local level, and donors.

Corruption related to revenue management through natural resource funds

Many resource-rich countries have established funds for managing resource revenues with a variety of different purposes, ranging from stabilisation of revenue flows, sterilisation of exchange rate fluctuations,\(^1\) to saving for inter-generational equity and investment to promote local development (IMF, 2014). The purpose of a fund and in turn the investment mandate that it sets forth to achieve this purpose, imparts different degrees of corruption risk.

Stabilisation funds, for instance, are inherently short-term, low-risk and passive investment funds. They typically hold a portfolio of government bonds in major international currencies (largely US Treasuries and other developed economy sovereign debt), and occasionally highly rated corporate bonds. There are numerous commercial providers that can manage such a portfolio, and at low cost. Or, as some countries with stabilisation funds do, the central bank could provide asset management services. Given that the investment mandate is limited to short-term and low-risk securities and cash, there is limited to no opportunity for funnelling capital to investments that could be of a corrupt nature. But this does not mean that stabilisation funds due to their low-risk nature are inherently free of corruption risk. If third-party asset managers are used, the payment of higher than market-rate management fees could suggest incompetence or potential corruption.
For savings funds, including those with stabilisation objectives, investment options are not, in principle, as restricted. If the objective of a fund is to maintain and increase wealth for future generations, then there is reason to diversify the portfolio across a greater range of asset classes with different risk-return characteristics. With this larger investment universe, there are naturally more avenues for potential corruption either through direct investments or in the delegation of asset management contracts.

Moreover, some countries have established special-purpose investment vehicles that are charged with fostering local economic development by targeting certain sectors and/or investing in infrastructure. Establishing a natural resource fund with a domestic mandate is not without significant risks, of which corruption is one. For example, there is a risk that these funds invest in industries where the commercial viability is weak or in infrastructure projects that have limited purpose – so-called “white elephants” or “bridges to nowhere”. In effect, they may lack the rigor and savvy to execute investments that produce a better developmental outcome. If such investments are not attributable to poor deal execution and insufficient due diligence but derive from corruption, then the fund would simply reinforce underdevelopment.

**Corruption schemes**

*Fraud, diversion of resource revenues for private interest and embezzlement*

In the management of natural resource revenue funds, the transfer of funds from the general budget as well as the disbursement of financial resources are vulnerable to risk of embezzlement and diversion of public funds for private interests.

*Political capture, bribery, favouritism and clientelism in investment decisions*

Financial flows to and from resource revenue funds may bypass the regular budget process and become vehicles for patronage and discretionary allocations (OECD, forthcoming 2016; NRGI, 2014). The press reports several cases where conflict of interest and political capture have led to mismanagement, misuse and misappropriation of funds and contributed to severely undermining the performance of natural resource funds. It is common to find government officials or well-connected elite in the supervisory board of these funds. In one particular case, the board was almost exclusively composed of members belonging to the President’s inner circle making decisions on most deals. This resulted in a series of opaque and high-risk investments in hedge funds and complex derivative transactions.

The management of natural resource funds, in particular investment decisions may be marred by patronage and clientelist practices. Corruption can occur either through direct investments or in the delegation of asset management contracts. Indeed, suspicions of corruption underlie several cases where non-commercially credible or imprudent investments were made in companies affiliated to (owned, managed and/or advised by) well-connected elites. In all cases identified, the amounts of revenues missing from the funds’ accounts or lost as a result of mismanagement, misconduct and lack of oversight amounted to billions of dollars.

Similarly, the management of portions of the fund’s assets may be entrusted to external managers (e.g. foreign banks) with political ties and affiliations in the country. For example, in one oil producing country, a manager in the national natural resource fund was accused by members of parliament of contracting his former employer, a foreign bank, as an external manager of the fund’s assets without following due process (NRGI, 2014). In another case, a lawsuit was filed by the natural resource fund against a foreign bank for bribing key officials and top executives of the fund to influence decisions over the fund’s investments.
In some resource-rich countries, in particular oil producing countries, such patronage system can be a broader feature of the economic and political system under which natural resources are governed and managed (Ramos, 2012).

**Parties involved**

On the public side, parties involved in corrupt schemes related to mismanagement of natural resource funds may be the fund’s board members, managers or staff. Politicians and high-level government officials from ministries or central banks involved in the management of the fund may also play a role in the corrupt scheme through trading in influence, conflict of interest or embezzlement.

On the private side, foreign or local investment banks and other fiduciary entities acting as external managers of portions of the fund’s assets may also be the instigator of the corrupt scheme and bribe public officials with a view to influencing investment decisions.

**Vehicles and mechanisms**

*Use of shell companies*

In cases of bribery or diversion of public funds, parties to the corrupt scheme may use offshore companies with obscure beneficial ownership to channel and launder the illegal payments or to conceal the proceeds of corruption. For example, one lawsuit case reports the payment by a foreign bank of advisory fees to a friend of the President’s son through an offshore company.

*Use of offshore bank accounts*

The proceeds of corruption or diverted funds are usually transferred to offshore bank accounts pertaining to friends or relatives of the corrupt officials in jurisdictions with lax regulations regarding beneficial ownership.

*Fraud and misinvoicing*

As illustrated in the example above, illegal payments and bribes may be falsely recorded as advisory or consultancy fees. When external asset managers or investment consultants are used, higher than market-rate management fees or commissions suggest potential corruption.

**Corruption risk factors**

*Lack of a coherent, consistent and disciplined fiscal policy framework*

The lack of a coherent fiscal policy framework stating clear medium-term to long-term fiscal objectives and integrating natural resource funds into the general budget may provide ground for corruption in the revenue management phase (IMF, 2007). Overly rigid or inconsistent deposit and withdrawal rules, unclear accounting of revenue flows between the government and the fund, insufficient reporting of off-budget accounts in the general budget and circumvention of the regular parliamentary budget process increase the risk of dual budgeting and encourage corrupt practices to bypass existing rules or take advantage of legislative and regulatory gaps. The lack of transparency and accountability in the use of this type of extra-budgetary allocation and the use of secret bank accounts or deposits outside the national banking system contribute to further obscuring the origin and destination of the fund’s revenue flows.
Mismanagement of the fund

Shortcomings in the management of natural resource funds may provide opportunities for corruption. Such gaps may include a mismatch between the fund’s policy objectives and its investment function, as well as between the investment function and the organisational and human resource capabilities and expertise of the fund. In relation to the latter, the lack of staff professionalisation and technical capacity may leave room for unchecked and excessive executive discretion in the budget process, increasing risk that resource revenue funds becomes a parallel budget managed under the discretion of the executives (Sharma and Strauss, 2013; Collier and Venables, 2011; Gauthier and Zeufack, 2009).

The lack of transparency in the management of the fund may also encourage corrupt practices. Opacity may result from unclear, vague or opaque procedural and operational rules governing the management of the fund, insufficient internal controls and monitoring systems, as well as the lack of public information disclosure on natural resource funds’ activities and governance structure including: institutional structure; functions; relations with the executive; investment mandates; investment policy; risk management policy; asset allocation; targets, benchmarks and results for asset classes and direct investment assets; external management fees and fees paid to investment consultants (Gelb, Tordo and Halland, 2014). In some countries, information disclosure about natural resource funds is even prohibited by law (NRGI, 2014; Collier and Venables, 2011; Gauthier and Zeufack, 2009).

Weak governance of the fund

Inadequate governance arrangements may foster discretion in decision-making processes and hamper integrity and compliance in the management of natural resource funds. First, the lack of clear rules defining roles and responsibilities between ownership and regulatory/supervisory functions of natural resource funds (Gelb, Tordo and Halland, 2014) and/or between board membership and executive management may result in weakening the board’s oversight function. It may also provide room for political discretion over changing the fund’s rules and making investment decisions (NRGI, 2014; Collier and Venables, 2011; Gauthier and Zeufack, 2009). Additional risk factors include: the lack of independency and accountability of the fund’s supervisory board (Collier and Venables, 2011; Gauthier and Zeufack, 2009); the lack of expertise and professionalisation of the fund’s board members; as well as the lack of clear behavioural guidelines and codes of conduct requiring board members, executives and staff to disclose potential conflicts of interest and financial interests, while introducing significant penalties for abuse of inside information, fraud and unethical behaviour (NRGI, 2014).

Finally, the lack of independent external audits and the lack of parliamentary and public scrutiny on the management of natural resource funds may further increase risks of political discretion and associated corrupt practices.

Recommended mitigation measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RISK FACTORS</th>
<th>RECOMMENDED MITIGATION MEASURES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lack of a coherent, consistent and disciplined fiscal policy framework</td>
<td><strong>What host governments can do</strong>&lt;br&gt;Define a coherent and disciplined fiscal policy framework in which natural resource funds are integrated with the budget through clear deposit and withdrawal rules and procedures.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**What donors can do**<br>Assist with the development of clear medium- to long-term fiscal policy/fiscal objectives.

Support the implementation of transparency and accountability guidelines for the management of revenue generated from extractive industries, including whenever relevant considerations for the creation of a sovereign fund or similar arrangements to
manage revenues. Help with access to information on the experience of other countries which have used such arrangements.

**What host governments can do**

Put in place a robust and stable legal framework establishing roles and responsibilities as well as rules for the accumulation and investment of assets.

Ensure coherence between the fund’s policy objectives, such as stabilisation or saving for the future, and its investment function.

Establish ethical guidelines to screen companies in which funds are invested.

Ensure that the degree of allowable investment risk and the scope of allowable investments match the organisational and human resource capabilities available to the fund as an institutional investor (OECD, forthcoming 2016).

Require disclosure of fees paid by natural resource funds to investment consultants or external asset managers.

Require natural resource funds to provide comprehensive and timely reports on their transactions and assets (OECD, forthcoming 2016).

**Weak governance of the fund**

**What host governments can do**

Establish sound institutional and governance arrangements that limit discretionary behaviours and ensure insulation of the fund from short political cycles.

Promote merit-based selection of governance board members and operational managers with a remuneration scheme that attracts and maintains qualified professionals, clear procedures for appointment terms and removal (OECD, forthcoming 2016).

Establish internal integrity measures including requiring governing bodies, managers and staff to disclose any direct or indirect business interests with any activity involving the fund (OECD, forthcoming 2016).

Where domestic state institutions are weak, consider contracting out management to an independent and professional domestic, regional or international institution (OECD, forthcoming 2016).

Subject the natural resource fund to parliamentary oversight and independent external audits (OECD, forthcoming 2016).

Publish reports and audit results.

Invest in public education and transparent communication on the fund’s strategy, objectives and results in order to build and maintain trust among citizens and investors over time (OECD, 2015).

**What donors can do**

Provide capacity-building support to train parliamentarians on issues related to fiscal policy and revenue management in order to ensure effective parliamentary scrutiny over the management of funds.

**Corruption in the redistribution of resource revenue through transfers**

The redistribution of revenues with transfer of funds from central to subnational entities presents major risks of corruption, in particular risks of revenue diversion and embezzlement and risks of patronage and clientelism.

Natural resource revenues can be transferred from central to subnational authorities through various mechanisms. Revenue-sharing arrangements can be grouped into three main categories: i) devolution or
derivation-based transfers; ii) direct allocations from the central government and iii) formula-based revenue sharing arrangements. The purpose of devolution or derivation-based formula is to transfer revenue, or a share of it, to jurisdictions associated with the extractive activity, either producing regions or regions hosting infrastructure for refining, transportation and distribution. This mechanism aims to compensate the producing regions for the extraction of resources or the negative externalities linked to the extractive activity. The second scenario consists of centrally managed allocations whereby the central government consolidates the management of revenues, allocated through development or regional investment funds on an annual basis from a central budgetary account, or through competitive investment grants aimed at supporting specific types of projects, to promote a more strategic investment of resources and to minimise the fiscal liability of uncontrolled subnational expenditure. Finally, governments can rely on pre-determined formula to distribute resource revenues across all subnational jurisdictions, including non-producing ones, taking into account the different needs and characteristics of each jurisdiction, the size of the population and territory, pre-existing social and economic inequalities, and in some cases fiscal effort. In practice, these criteria can be combined when deciding on reallocation and distribution schemes (Acosta, 2015).

**Corruption schemes**

*Embezzlement and diversion of revenues*

Risks of leakages and revenue diversion may affect the phase of calculation of the share of revenues available for transfer. Embezzlement and misappropriation of funds may also occur all along the revenue transfer process, from intra-governmental transfers through various designated national accounts all the way through to subnational authorities’ accounts where the revenues are actually disbursed.

*Patronage, favouritism and clientelism*

The rationale behind central government revenue assignments to subnational governments may be driven by patronage and electoral clientelism with a view to securing loyalties at the subnational level. This can be facilitated in the case of non-statutory assignments that provide for a certain level of discretion in determining the criteria for allocation as in the case of revenue distribution through specific purpose funds or competitive investment grants aimed at supporting specific types of projects (ODI, 2006).

**Parties involved**

In cases of revenue diversion and embezzlement, parties involved can be national or local government officials depending on where in the transfer process revenue misappropriation and leakages occur.

In cases of patronage and clientelism, the instigator of the corrupt scheme may be national government officials, or alternatively local government officials bargaining their affiliation and loyalty in exchange for bribe payments.

**Vehicles and mechanisms**

*Miscalculation of the share of revenues available for transfer*

The complexity of calculations of the share of total revenue available for transfer and the share allocated to each subnational government may provide an opportunity for fraud, misappropriation and embezzlement. This is true in particular in the case of formula-based revenue-sharing types of arrangements for which criteria for allocation and redistribution might be unclear as well as in the case of derivation-based transfers for which determining the proportion of total resource revenues derived from a particular producing state, province, district or affected community may prove challenging (ODI, 2006).
Use of offshore bank accounts

Diverted funds can be transferred to offshore bank accounts pertaining to friends or relatives of the corrupt officials in jurisdictions with lax regulations regarding beneficial ownership.

Corruption risk factors

Lack of clear, transparent and consistent rules governing revenue transfers

Corruption risks in revenue redistribution may result from the lack of clear, coherent and consistent rules governing revenue transfers from national to subnational authorities. Indeed, revenue distribution schemes may suffer from inconsistency with national fiscal policy and macroeconomic objectives. Moreover, legislation may fail to set clear and transparent transfer rules and assignments of expenditure responsibilities or when a legal framework exists, it may lack stability or not be enforced (Acosta, 2015; World Bank, 2011). Finally, unclear or vague rules and regulations may provide room for unchecked and excessive executive discretion in the budget process allowing for discretionary or ad hoc transfers (Bauer, 2013).

Lack of co-ordination and asymmetries of information between national and sub-national governments

Moreover, corruption risks may arise from the lack of co-ordination and the asymmetry of information between national and sub-national governments (World Bank, 2011). This may take the form of insufficient tracking and transparency over transfer payments from various “disbursement” accounts at national level (ODI, 2006). Moreover, the lack of disaggregated data disclosure by the central government leaves local authorities with insufficient information (e.g. data on volumes produced, consumed and exported, and on the prices actually realised, and the amount the government receives for its share of production) to verify their entitlements (World Bank, 2011). This lack of transparency may be due in particular to the confidentiality of contractual clauses on company payments to the national government (Bauer, 2013; Morgandi, 2008). Conversely, asymmetries of information may work in favour of local governments due to the lack of or unclear legal provisions for the reporting of financial accounts by lower levels of government to the central government (NRGI, 2013), as well as weak central government’s control systems (IADB, 2014; Martini, 2012).

Lack of human, technical and financial capacity of subnational governments

Finally, corruption in revenue transfers may thrive where subnational governments lack the human, technical and financial capacity to manage and spend large revenue inflows. In particular, local governments often lack the statistical capacity to measure fiscal performance, model complex revenue streams and verify entitlements (Bauer, 2013). Moreover, local governments may not have appropriate safeguards and transparency mechanisms in place to protect budget levels from potential fiscal volatility (Ushie, 2012; Acosta, 2015).

Reforms towards greater decentralisation have often translated into increased transfers of responsibilities and revenues without transferring the necessary financial and human capacity or investing in building locally the necessary institutional and administrative absorptive capacity to manage these new large inflows of resource revenues. This has led to poor budget execution, difficulties in planning and inefficient resource allocation (ODI, 2006; IADB, 2014; Martini, 2012; World Bank, 2011). Moreover, the high concentration of revenues contributes to encouraging rent-seeking behaviours and dependency on transfer payments at the expense of tax collection (World Bank, 2011).
### Recommended mitigation measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RISK FACTORS</th>
<th>RECOMMENDED MITIGATION MEASURES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Lack of clear, transparent and consistent rules governing revenue transfers | **What central governments can do**  
Structure a revenue distribution scheme which is consistent with national fiscal policy and macroeconomic objectives.  
Define and enforce a legislation clearly setting transfer rules, assigning expenditure responsibilities and segregating roles in the authorisation process (proposal, examination, approval) to limit executive discretion in the budget process.  
Introduce a transparent and clear regulation and accounting system for revenue transfers. |
| Lack of co-ordination and asymmetries of information between national and sub-national governments | **What central governments can do**  
Define clear legal provisions for the reporting of financial accounts by lower levels of government to the central government.  
Introduce periodical reconciliation of transfers between the national and subnational levels.  
Publicly disclose the revenue sharing arrangements between central and subnational governments as well as the actual disaggregated transfer payments so as to enable local authorities to verify their entitlements and facilitate the identification of any discrepancies.  
Publicly disclose any further *ad hoc* or discretionary transfers (World Bank, 2011).  
Increase collaboration with local administrations to develop standard systems to model revenue streams, standard reporting systems, etc. |
| Lack of human, technical and financial capacity of subnational governments | **What local governments can do**  
Plan appropriate organisation and staffing and strengthen financial management, oversight and audit functions in local administrations to increase capacity to manage transfers and local revenues (World Bank, 2011).  
Develop system and build capacity to model revenue streams to verify entitlements and facilitate budget planning activities.  
Develop appropriate fiscal rules, safeguards and transparency mechanisms to protect budget levels from potential fiscal volatility. |
Comments from participants in the working group on corruption risks further point to risk associated with the manipulation of the exchange rate, when decisions are influenced by third parties’ interests such as export industries, in particular in the extractive sector, benefitting from the depreciation of the national currency.
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CHAPTER 7. CORRUPTION RISKS IN REVENUE SPENDING AND SOCIAL INVESTMENT PROJECTS

Abstract: This chapter describes corruption risks associated with malpractices in public spending or social expenditure by private companies. It covers various areas including public procurement and investment, provision of fossil fuel subsidies, direct cash transfers, and social investment expenditures. It further offers recommended mitigation measures addressed to host governments, both at central and local level, donors and companies to minimise identified risks.

Corruption in public spending

Corruption schemes

Corruption in public procurement and investment

Corruption in public procurement and investment can take the form of tender rigging, budget capture, embezzlement, extortion, bribery and kickback from suppliers or customers in exchange for securing contracts and deals, patronage, cronyism and clientelism (e.g. officials granting projects to members of their inner circle), abuse of office, diversion of public funds allocated to social projects to benefit private interests, misuse of public assets and violation of regulations (e.g. ordering goods and services not authorised in the budget, investing public funds in other projects than those initially foreseen in budgets or development plans¹, theft of government supplies, etc.).

Tender rigging includes practices such as collusive pricing, lowballing (i.e. underpricing of bids using change orders to raise costs), contract steering and favouritism in contract awards as detailed in previous
chapters. These corrupt practices tend to affect in particular the procurement of large, capital-intensive and complex public works projects such as infrastructure building (World Bank, 2007). However, even smaller projects involving the provision or financing of power generators to communities may be tainted by conflict of interest.²

Corruption and misuse of public funds in connection with public spending and investment in local communities development

In producing countries, national legislation may require local governments to spend a share of revenues from resource extraction on social services such as health, education and capacity development for local communities living in the vicinity of the production area. Earmarked resources may however be diverted or misused and spent for other purposes.³

In some countries, a share of the resource revenues may be directly transferred to traditional authorities then responsible for funding local community development projects. In this case, the allocation and spending process may be undermined by risks of elite capture, cronyism and clientelism, and appropriation of resource revenues by traditional authorities and leaders for personal enrichment.

Bribery and misuse of public assets

Fossil fuel subsidies⁴ commonly funded out of resource revenues can represent a driver of corruption in the refining and marketing segment of the oil value chain. The most common associated corruption schemes include the misuse of public assets and bribery (World Bank, 2007). Fossil fuel subsidies in the form of the imposition of price controls for fossil fuels often results in product shortages creating opportunities for lucrative corrupt activities and smuggling practices. For instance, the literature reports the case of subsidies for petroleum products used to fuel corruption and illicit activities. Refined products purchased on international markets were sold domestically at a control price of less than a quarter of the import price. Yet, a very high percentage of this cheap gasoline went right back out of the country through smuggling and illicit trade (World Bank, 2007). This type of scheme may involve the payment of bribes and kickbacks to public officials in the negotiation phase of product import contracts and may also be part of more complex schemes involving crude-for-refined-products swap contracts described in the previous chapters.

Parties involved

On the public side, parties involved may be government officials at the central or local level as well as representatives of traditional leaders depending on the level of power devolution in public expenditure. Corrupt conducts such as embezzlement and misappropriation of funds may also be found in regional development or targeted funds (e.g. innovation, education, etc.)⁵ or in natural resource funds as shown in the previous section. Finally, state-owned enterprises in the extractive sector may sometimes be mandated to undertake social or environmental expenditure or to provide subsidies (IMF, 2007; World Bank, 2007). They might therefore also be parties or instigators of corrupt schemes associated with procurement of goods or the provision of energy subsidies (World Bank, 2007).

More specifically, corruption in public spending may involve high-ranking officials as well as administrative officers such as officers in charge of commitment, verification, and payment authorisation in the procurement process, or inspectors. For example, the press reports the case of a state governor who practised large-scale diversion of public funds by inflating state contracts and awarding them to relatives, taking kickbacks and stealing money directly from state accounts.

On the private side, main parties to corrupt schemes in public procurement and investment are usually suppliers and contractors. Moreover, representatives of local non-governmental organisations and local
communities might also be involved in corrupt schemes affecting investment in local community development projects.

**Vehicles and mechanisms**

*Fraudulent overbilling and cost overruns*

Fraudulent overbilling and project cost inflation may be used to conceal corrupt conduct in public spending and investment. Illegal payments or misappropriated funds may be recorded as payments for goods and services not received or for unearned salaries following for example a failure to ensure the timely deletion of names of former staff from the payroll (World Bank, 2007).

Moreover, corrupt agents may encourage the use of substandard materials or practices in construction projects in order to divert part of the funds dedicated to the project.

*Use of offshore bank accounts and shell companies*

Corrupt agents may resort to offshore bank accounts or shell companies to conceal the proceeds of corruption or diverted funds.

*Fossil fuel price controls and subsidies*

Price control policies and subsidies may serve as a vehicle for corrupt conducts and smuggling practices.

**Corruption risk factors**

*Insufficient capacity for budget planning and execution*

Corruption in public spending may be attributable to poor budget planning and execution capacity, at the local level in particular. Local authorities may be faced with the challenge of adequately estimating budgetary inflows and outflows. The lack of access to comprehensive and transparent budgetary information and revenue estimation and collection may result in poor cash planning and predictability of funds and systemic overestimation of revenues (World Bank, 2007). On the expenditure side, budget formulation may be undermined by the misalignment of spending choices with development objectives (e.g. education, health care, drinking water, infrastructure, etc.) (UNDP, 2015); the lack of consultation with beneficiaries, and the ineffective design of development projects (e.g. specifications, scope of work, deliverables, project completion milestones and assumptions about project risks) (UNDP, 2015). Moreover, the lack of absorptive capacity of the local administration and the local economy (e.g. local domestic supply of qualified labour, training capacity, ease of access to inputs, ease of access to credit for businesses, and presence of management systems and institutions) challenges the ability of local governments to transform financial resources into concrete infrastructure and social services (Acosta, 2015).

Moreover, weak local government capacity tends to de facto legitimise traditional authorities’ power, increasing risks of political discretion and corruption (e.g. trading in influence, collusion, nepotism) (Standing and Hilson, 2013).
Lack of transparency of public procurement processes

With regard more specifically to public procurement processes, corruption may arise from the lack of open, publicly advertised and competitive bidding for the selection of contractors and subcontractors. When public procurement is made through bidding, corruption risks may be attributable to vague and unclear pre-qualification and evaluation criteria or excessive discretion of evaluators in bid evaluation systems. Moreover, possible collusion between traditional leaders and extractive companies or between traditional leaders and members of local or central governments may result in inefficient allocation of resources including duplication of funds for identical projects; the awarding of “exclusive contracts”; or unpredictable renegotiation of awarded contracts.

Inadequate control and monitoring by central authorities

Ineffective and insufficient state control and monitoring over local governments’ revenue administration may contribute to increasing corruption risks in the public spending phase. More specifically, vulnerabilities may result from non-adapted state certification systems, weak accounting practices and reconciliation process, irregular, inaccurate or incomplete fiscal reporting or the lack of penalties for deviations from planned revenue and expenditure targets.

Moreover, overly rigid allocation rules may provide little leeway for local authorities to respond to unexpected or urgent needs and incentivise them to commit irregularities (e.g. making informal agreements with contractors to obtain extra goods or services without including them in the receipts).

Finally, in some countries, central authorities may face difficulty in ensuring resource revenue traceability and control due to the lack of transparency and accountability over funds directly transferred and allocated to traditional authorities (Standing and Hilson, 2013); or the lack of clear and explicit legislation regarding the role and responsibilities of traditional authorities in local political processes (Standing and Hilson, 2013).

Mismanagement of extra-budgetary allocations

Another risk factor for corruption in public spending consists of mismanagement practices in extra-budgetary allocations such as those made to resource-related funds, special investment vehicles (e.g. regional development or targeted funds) or state-owned extractive companies. The lack of transparency and accountability over the use of these extra-budgetary allocations combined with the lack of commercial viability of domestic investments made through these special investment vehicles contribute to increasing exposure to corruption risks.

In the case of state-owned enterprises, risk factors include: the lack of clear definition of their ownership structures and fiscal role, the lack of separation between their commercial and non-commercial activities such as policy, regulatory and social obligations (NEITI, 2011), the lack of compliance with international accounting standards and inclusion of their financial information in the national budget (NEITI, 2011), the lack of regular and independent audits, and the lack of public disclosure of financial audits and information on their activities, in particular on quasi-fiscal activities (World Bank, 2007).

Inadequate energy subsidy system

Risk factors contributing to corruption in relation with energy subsidies include inadequate levels of price controls and subsidies, the lack of transparent competitive tendering for import contracts and insufficient metering capacities to detect fraud in oil volume reporting or theft.
**Recommended mitigation measures**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RISK FACTORS</th>
<th>RECOMMENDED MITIGATION MEASURES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Insufficient capacity for budget planning and execution</td>
<td>What central and local governments can do&lt;br&gt;Put in place transparency and accountability mechanisms to ensure that spending choices align with national and local development objectives.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;Put in place a transparent and robust authorisation process for spending, segregating roles in the authorisation process (proposal, examination, approval) and defining criteria for exceptional treatment such as the awarding of exclusive contracts or contract renegotiation.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;Perform feasibility study of planned development projects, involving third-party experts. What donors can do&lt;br&gt;Support capacity building of budget planning units at the central and local levels or of budget parliamentary committees involved in the drafting of budgeting laws.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;Support the preparation of national and local development plans, including the development of indicators and milestones to measure progress in the implementation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of transparency of public procurement processes</td>
<td>What central and local governments can do&lt;br&gt;As much as possible, favour public procurement and investment through open, competitive and transparent tendering procedures.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;As much as possible, digitalise public procurement processes (e.g. one-time online registration, online document exchange, automatic collection of bidders’ qualification data, delivery report, e-invoicing and e-payment) as a way to increase transparency, limit direct interactions between officials and potential suppliers, facilitate the detection of bid rigging cases and gather useful background information on suppliers’ past performance with regard to integrity and business ethics (OECD, 2014a).&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;Use databases of bidding information generated by e-procurement to systematically screen data and detect suspicious bid strategies and symptoms of collusive arrangements (e.g. submission of identical bids, high correlation between bids, lack of correlation between the supplier’s costs and the bid submitted, significant differences between the winning and the losing bid) (OECD, 2015); and whenever possible, cross-check procurement expenditure data with other government databases as a means of identifying atypical situations (e.g. possible conflicts of interest, suspicious patterns of bid-rotation and market division among competitors by sector, geographic area or time (OECD, 2014a).&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;Regularly map out risk factors and vulnerabilities of the integrity of the public procurement process in order to prevent and detect irregularities and failures in procurement processes (OCDE, 2014a).&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;Debrief bidders on how the award decision was made.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;Set clear ethical standards and codes of conduct and provide certification and regular training for procurement officials.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;Perform regular audit and assessment of public expenditures through an independent control authority.&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;Make information related to all stages of bidding processes publicly available through, for example, e-procurement portals. Such information may include annual procurement plans, procurement opportunities, timelines for submitting bids, selection and evaluation criteria, contracts award decisions as well as procurement statistics and testimony from civil society actors scrutinising the procurement process (OCDE, 2014a).&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;More generally, build a publicly available and centrally managed, searchable database.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
with data on budget execution, revenue and expenditure (e.g. contracts, grants, loans, and co-operative agreements, etc.) to increase accountability and strengthen citizens’ capacity for political dialogue, monitoring and oversight (OECD, 2014a; IADB, 2014). Encourage co-operation between competition authorities, public procurement authorities and anti-corruption bodies (e.g. training, exchange of information, data or staff) in order to detect and uncover possible bribery or corruption in bid rigging or price fixing cases (OECD, 2015; OECD, 2014b).

**Inadequate control and monitoring by central authorities**

**What central governments can do**

Ensure control and monitoring of decentralised resource revenue expenditures by central authorities. This can be achieved by putting in place collective decision-making bodies involving national, provincial and/or municipal delegates (IADB, 2014).

Prepare guidelines for the use of resource revenues at the local and community level.

Promote citizen oversight over public spending and service delivery. For example, create citizens’ committees bringing together representatives of chambers of commerce, unions, and citizen oversight bodies to examine and disseminate information from central and local authorities on the use and allocation of resource revenues; organise public accountability hearings where government authorities are asked to communicate their actions (IADB, 2014).

**Mismanagement of extra-budgetary allocations**

**What central governments can do**

Establish and publish clear rules with regard to state-owned enterprises performing quasi-fiscal activities such as social or infrastructure expenditure (including fuel subsidies) and require state-owned enterprises to report actual expenditure.

Ensure reporting and oversight of financial flows between state-owned enterprises and the state. This may involve establishing clear reporting requirements, commissioning audits of the state-owned enterprise by skilled independent professionals, and making results available to citizens (Heller, Mahdavi and Schreuder, 2014).

Develop an appropriate and sustainable revenue retention model for state-owned companies that guarantees sufficient revenue flows to cover costs while preventing excessive control over state finances and risks of generating a parallel state (Heller, Mahdavi and Schreuder, 2014).

**Inadequate energy subsidy system**

**What central governments can do**

As much as possible, favour open, competitive and transparent tendering process for import contracts

Strengthen metering capacities to detect fraud in oil volume reporting or theft.

**Corruption in connection with social investment expenditure by private companies**

Private extractive companies may make social or environmental expenditure according to contractual arrangements entered into with the government or local authorities. Social expenditure may also be made outside contractual arrangements as part of the licensing decision process. Cases of corruption have been found in the context of the design and management of local development programmes or funds as well as in the context of sponsorship or charitable donations.

**Corruption schemes**

**Corruption in connection with mandatory local development funds or programmes**

It is quite common for extractive companies to be required to grant additional funds above licence fees to the central or local government with the understanding that those funds should be spent to finance local development projects such as the building of irrigation infrastructure, schools and hospitals for the
benefit of the communities directly affected by the activities of extractives. These funds are usually administered through local development funds which may be state-managed, firm-managed or state-established and community-managed. Hybrid governance structures involving all three types of stakeholders may also occur (Dupuy, forthcoming 2016).

In this case, corruption schemes in connection with the creation and management of local development funds may include elite capture, embezzlement, misappropriation and misuse of funds for purposes other than those governing the fund.

During the approval process for the allocation of funds, decisions, including those over the choice of contractors, may be tainted with risks of conflict of interest, elite capture, political interference, favouritism, and clientelism. The construction phase itself may suffer from unjustified over-expenditures suggesting diversion or misuse of the funds. Local infrastructure construction projects carried out as part of resettlement projects may also be exposed to such corruption risks. For example, a member of the working group on corruption risks reported the case of the misappropriation of funds as part of a resettlement project financed by a large multinational company. The owner of the subcontracting company in charge of building the housing and other community infrastructure for the resettled communities allegedly benefitted from good political connections for the award of the contract and was suspected of embezzlement resulting in poor infrastructure delivery to resettled communities.

Corruption in connection with contractual and non-contractual contributions in the form of charitable donations or sponsorship

Private extractive companies may also make contributions as part of or outside contractual arrangements to support local community development taking the form of charitable donations or sponsorship.

In both cases, most commonly found corruption schemes include bribery as well as diversion and misuse of public assets. The OECD Watch online database reports a case of alleged diversion and misuse of public assets in connection with charitable donations whereby an agreement between the government and a foreign company provided for the donation of trucks to the government purportedly intended to support agricultural activities in rural areas. The company indicated that there was an understanding with the government that the relevant ministry would ensure the proper distribution, use and monitoring of the vehicles. However, it is alleged that the vehicles ended up mostly in the hands of the members of parliament and decision makers that had a say on issues regarding the company’s future investments in the country.

Voluntary contributions may also serve to influence the licensing decision process and be used as a bargaining chip in exchange for undue advantages (e.g. awarding of the licence, exemption of certain obligations, etc.).

Parties involved

Corruption schemes in connection with social expenditure by private companies may involve local traditional authorities who commonly play a key role in receiving and spending redistributed resource revenues due to their important role as custodians of land on behalf of the community, or raising taxes, and providing local justice and performing other functions under customary law (Dupuy, forthcoming 2016).

Parties to corrupt schemes may also be local or central government officials, members of parliament and politicians. On the private side, the main operator / contractor and subcontractors may also be involved.
Vehicles and mechanisms

Fraudulent overbilling and cost overruns

Fraudulent overbilling and cost overruns may be used to conceal corrupt conduct in the social expenditures by private companies.

Fraud and distortions in accounting and reporting

Social expenditures by private companies channelled through the government or directly transferred to local communities may not be appropriately reported and accounted for in the government’s books and records. Voluntary contributions may be particularly vulnerable to this type of fraud as they do not always appear in contractual provisions.

Corruption risk factors on the government’s side

Lack of transparency and asymmetry of information about social expenditures made by companies

On the government’s side, opacity, vagueness and inconsistency may characterise the rules and procedures governing social expenditures by companies. The confusion may come from: the lack of distinction between social expenditures mandated by law and voluntary commitments by companies; the inadequate level of transparency and selective information disclosure on contractual provisions between the companies and public authorities regarding social expenditure; and the time lag existing between a licensing decision or contract negotiation process and the actual disbursement of social expenditure.

The information asymmetry regarding social expenditures does not exclusively occur when funds are centrally managed and exclusively entrusted to central authorities. Such funds may also be conferred by extractive companies to traditional leaders or local governments, without central government’s proper oversight and monitoring (PH-EITI, 2015b).

These factors, combined with the lack of transparent and proper recording in public accounting of the private companies’ contributions to community development projects (in particular with regard to non-contractual contributions), contribute to making tracking and monitoring difficult (NRGI and RELUFA, 2014). On the company’s side, the lack of harmonised practices in reporting on social expenditures may further challenge the government’s ability to track and reconcile payments (PH-EITI, 2015b).

Mismanagement and misallocation of social expenditures

Corruption may thrive as a result of mismanagement and misallocation of social expenditures by government authorities. Diverse factors may account for corrupt practices starting with the inconsistent allocation of social expenditures with local development plans and actual needs (NRGI and RELUFA, 2014; PH-EITI, 2015b). Moreover, the decision-making process over social expenditure management and allocation may be inappropriate – either too centralised, excluding local communities and authorities, or alternatively, delegated to influential local elites and unaccountable local institutions. When funds are centrally managed, the lack of collaboration and consultation with local community leaders and members may result in ill-designed solutions for the selection, design and implementation of projects (NRGI and RELUFA, 2014; Transparency International, 2012). When funds are directly transferred by the extractive company to traditional leaders, the legislation may not offer a proper framework for the negotiation between the company and traditional leaders and the use of funds by traditional leaders (Standing and Hilson, 2013). Finally, mismanagement practices may perpetuate owing to the lack of proper assessment and monitoring by public independent control bodies of how funds provided by private companies are
managed and spent (NRGI and RELUFA, 2014; PH-EITI, 2015a) or to inadequate delays in publication of audit and assessment reports on implementation.

In some cases, the company is directly involved in spending choices and project implementation which however, does not prevent the process from being marred with corruption. Factors on the company’s side which increase corruption risks include:

- Lack of, or inadequate internal rules and corresponding contractual clauses in the agreement with the public authority regarding planning, project financing, implementation and supervision, including verifying the economic viability of the infrastructure plan, defining compliance requirements for contractors’ selection; agreeing on instalment payments on the basis of measurable work in progress;¹⁰

- Failure to define clear and transparent criteria for the selection of projects, selection of the contractors that will perform the activities foreseen for local development projects financed by private companies through grant/ sponsorship / donation, identification of the beneficiaries of the activities in the agreement with the government.¹¹

- Insufficient collaboration and consultation with local community leaders and members for the selection, design and implementation of projects (NRGI and RELUFA, 2014);

- Lack of adequate due diligence carried out on the beneficiaries (including local communities’ leaders) (NRGI and RELUFA, 2014).

Weak governance of social development funds

When social expenditures are administered through social development funds, corruption may arise from the lack of a transparent, independent, inclusive and accountable governance structure and of professionalisation in the management of the social development funds. Indeed, this may leave room for high discretionary power of the private executives or public officials managing local development funds and social expenditures;¹² or, when the fund is administered by local communities, political interference and discretion of influential local elite. In one of the cases reported in the OECD Watch online database, the social development fund was to be administered by a hybrid committee formed by the foreign company and the government which could be complemented by local management committees in the recipient regions. Yet, the company seemed to have little control over the way the money was spent. It is reported that the majority of those involved with the management of the fund were presidential appointees and that local community members were largely marginalised and excluded from the process.

Recommended mitigation measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RISK FACTORS</th>
<th>RECOMMENDED MITIGATION MEASURES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lack of transparency and asymmetry of information about social expenditures made by companies</td>
<td>What host governments can do</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ensure a clear delineation between government entities involved in seeking and using social expenditure funds provided by private companies and those involved in licensing processes.

Require competent government authorities to publicly disclose agreements and/or contractual clauses on voluntary or mandatory social expenditure by extractive industries as well as any other supporting documentation (e.g. minutes of meetings, resolutions etc.).

Require extractive industries to publicly disclose actual mandatory and voluntary social expenditures, including loans, grants and infrastructure works, as well as details on beneficiaries. Where benefits are provided in-kind, require disclosure of the nature and deemed value of the in-kind contribution. Where the beneficiary of the mandated social
expenditure is a third party, i.e. not a government entity, require that the name and function of the beneficiary be disclosed (EITI, 2016).

Promote standardisation and centralisation of information on social expenditure.

Require social expenditures received from companies by government to be included in the government’s reporting on revenues received from companies.

Publicly report on social expenditure.

**What donors can do**
Support civil society organisations to conduct social audits of social expenditures by the private sector when such audits are mandated by law or based on voluntary commitments by companies.

**What host governments can do**
Properly assess the needs of the communities impacted by the operations undertaken by the company.¹³

Promote policy coherence across relevant ministries (education, health, water, energy, etc.) on the definition, implementation and monitoring of social expenditure by extractive companies (NRGI and RELUFA, 2014).

Carry out proper impact assessment of the development projects financed by companies’ social expenditure.

Award the contracts for the realisation of social expenditures through public tenders based on clear and transparent rules and ensure monitoring through an independent authority.¹⁴

Perform due diligence on the beneficiaries of the funds (including local community leaders).¹⁵

**What companies can do**
Where they play a role in the implementation of the project, either directly or through participation in the governance of local development funds:

- Assess the viability of the project, so as to mitigate the risk of inflated costs.
- Perform due diligence on the beneficiaries of the funds (including local community leaders).
- Enter into an agreement with relevant authorities (central and/or local) whereby the project is identified in detail in accordance with existing local development plans.¹⁶
- Consult, negotiate and sign a Community Development Agreement with local communities benefitting from the funds to define the company’s relationships and obligations with impacted communities.
- Provide in the agreement clauses for the transfer of funds in tranches/installments, against presentation of adequate and verifiable documentation that the activities for which the funds are requested have been actually performed in line with the relevant contractual terms; fund transfers through bank transfers on an account held by the authority under its name in a bank located in the host country.¹⁷

**Weak governance of social development funds**
To the extent possible, favour hybrid types of governance structures involving local communities, the government and the extractive company for the management of local development funds.
Map out local power dynamics in which resource management is embedded, particularly land, labour, and social relations, in order to design adapted local development fund policies and laws (Dupuy, forthcoming 2016).

Design and effectively enforce local development fund policies and laws defining clear rules for fund allocation and use, public reporting on revenue flows and uses, open contracting and procurement, and monitoring and evaluation procedures as well as clarifying the role of traditional authorities (Dupuy, forthcoming 2016).

Promote the adoption of integrity measures such as codes of conduct and good practices by local development funds;

Ensure independent oversight and auditing of local development funds' management and create opportunities for beneficiaries to hold decision makers to account through grievance and complaint mechanisms as well as through robust, proportionate and dissuasive sanction measures (Dupuy, forthcoming 2016).

**What companies can do**

Undertake third-party evaluation of governance mechanisms associated with potential social expenditure contributions.

---

**NOTES**

1. Comments received from participants in the working group on corruption risks during the consultations between January and May 2015.

2. See note 1.

3. See note 1.

4. The International Energy Agency defines an energy subsidy as “any government action that concerns primarily the energy sector that lowers the cost of energy production, raises the price received by energy producers or lowers the price paid by energy consumers.” Fossil fuel subsidies in particular aim at providing support to fossil fuel production and/or consumption. They may take the form of direct cash transfers to producers, consumers, or related bodies, as well as indirect support mechanisms, such as tax exemptions and rebates, price controls, trade restrictions, and limits on market access. The present section focuses on fossil fuel subsidies in the form of price controls.

5. [https://eiti.org/blog/deepening-knowledge-about-how-oil-money-spent#](https://eiti.org/blog/deepening-knowledge-about-how-oil-money-spent#).

6. See note 5.

7. See note 1.

8. Comments received from participants in the working group on corruption risks during the consultations between September and November 2015.
10 . See note 1.
11 . See note 1.
12 . See note 1.
13 . See note 8.
15 . See note 8.
17 . See note 8.
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For further reading


Corruption in the Extractive Value Chain

TYPOLOGY OF RISKS, MITIGATION MEASURES AND INCENTIVES

One case of transnational corruption out of five occurs in the extractive sector according to the 2014 OECD Foreign Bribery Report. In this area, corruption has become increasingly complex and sophisticated affecting each stage of the extractive value chain with potential huge revenue losses for the public coffers. This report is intended to help policy makers, law enforcement officials and stakeholders strengthen prevention efforts at both the public and private levels, through improved understanding and enhanced awareness of corruption risk and mechanisms. It will help better tailoring responses to evolving corruption patterns and effectively countering adaptive strategies. The report also offers options to put a cost on corruption to make it less attractive at both the public and private levels.